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Defrocked Preacher
mosexual.
Defends Gay Unions... 22
Spc. Justin R. Fisher, 26, of Lin—
coln, Neb., pleaded guilty and was
Wiide‘s Lover
sentenced for making false state—
Considered "Victim" .. 29
ments to Army investigators and to
obstructing justice.
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During sentencing, Fisher wept VOLUME 10, NUMBER 3
as he apologized to his family and
to the relatives of the victim, Pfc.
Barry L. Winchell.
"Barry, I hope you can hear
me," Fishér started. "I‘m sorry for Activists Say Vatican Hostile To Gays
the part I played in this. I know you
"I ask those responsible to avoid
VATICAN CITY (AP) — A gay commemorating Ormando, Pope moved to register unmarried
are now in a better place. I hope
rights group laid a laurel wreath and John Paul II urged local officials not couples, including same—sex unions, any initiative which can favor or
you know that if I could go back to
sprinkled rose petals near St. Peter‘s to do anything that would under— and a number of bills are languish lead to the equalization ofthefam—
ing in Parliament that would extend ily with other forms of cohabita __
the morning it happened, I would
Square on Jan 13 in memory of a man mine the traditional family unit.
von," the poperm,...
family
rights to them.
have changed it all."
*
Several
cities
in
Italy
have
who burned himself to death to pro—
Winchell, 21, was sleeping on
test the church‘s treatment of gays.
a cot in the hallway outside the
Police refused to let the band of
fourth—floor barracks room he
about 20 activists into the square, so
shared with Fisher when he was
they gathered nearby to remember
beaten in a bloody attack early on
Alfredo Ormando, a 40—year—old from
July 5. Winchell died the follow—
Palermo, Sicily who set himself on
ing day.
fire there on Jan. 13, 1998. He died
Another soldier who lived in the
10 days later.
f
barracks, Pvt. Calvin N. Glover,
In his suicide note, Ormando —;
19, of Sulfur, Okla., was court—
wrote at length of how he felt rejected
martialed last month. On Dec. 8,
by the church and the pain it had
he was convicted of premeditated
caused him. For many Italian gays,
murder and sentenced to life in
he has become a symbol of what they
see as the intolerance of Italian soci—
prison with the possibility of pa—
‘ety and the Roman Catholic church.
role at an unspecified date.
Sergio Lo Giudice, president of
All three infantrymen served in
Arcigay, Italy‘s leading gay associa—
the same unit at Fort Campbell,
tion, said activists plan to distribute
which straddles the Kentucky—Ten—
"open letters" in front of churches
nessee border about 50 miles north—
throughout Italy asking the faithful to
west of Nashville, Tenn.
act against the church‘s "hostility"
A drunken Glover, upset about
toward gays.
losing a recent fight to Winchell,
‘"We do not expect any opening or
crept up to him and crushed his
response from church authorities, so
skull with a baseball bat belong—
we are appealing to the grass—roots,"
Activists from Arcigay, the leading Italian gay rights group , lay a laure! wreath and sprinkle rose pétals outside
ing to Fisher. Prosecutors con—
Lo Giudice said.
St. Peter‘s Square in Rome, Jan. 13, to commemorate Alfredo Ormando, a 40—year—old homosexual that set
tended during the trial that the
himself on fire exactly two years ago, to protest the church‘s treatment of gays.
While Lo Giudice‘s group was
attack was fueled by Glover‘s ha—
(AP Photo/Federico Sambucetti)
tred of homosexuals.
There had been a swirl of ru—
mors on the post that Winchell, a
Tsarus Announces MOY Nominees
native of Kansas City, Mo., was
homosexual. Gay—rights activists
gregational Church
Mystic Krewe of Aphrodite;
The 1 6th annual Man of the Year one outside of Tsarus, including the
have called the case a tragic fail—
award, honoring outstanding ser— winner. Making sure the winner at— * Bette Hefner, for her work with Tommy Stewart, president of
Aphrodite
ATEAC (now Friends for Life);
ure of the Pentagon‘s "don‘t ask,
vice to the Gay and Lesbian com— tends has been something of a chal—
* Glenn Jones, for his work with Bettye Griffin, president of the
don‘t tell" policy toward homo—
munity, will be presented at 7:30 lenge some years.
Feast for Friends
Human Response Council;
With help from volunteer (and
sexuals.
p.m. Tues., Feb. 15, at the Madison
Meanwhile, Maj. Gen. Robert
Flame, 1588 Madison Ave. The retired chef) Glenn Jones, club * Memphis Pride, Inc., now in its Vincent Astor, activist and colum—
eighth year
nist; Heart Strings volunteers; the
T. Clark, Fort Campbell‘s com—
award includes a $500 donation to members donate, prepare and serve
the banquet, which includes soup, * Misty MacEntyre (a.k.a., Roger Waggettes (Jim Easter, Harold
manding general, has asked the
a charity of the winner‘s choice.
Ormand), for her M&M Awards "Granny" Weaver,
Mattie
Army inspector general to investi—
The award is given by Tsarus, a salad, entree and dessert. Tickets are
*
Triangle
News, now in its tenth Sanchez and Jerry Attaway); the
$8.
They
are
available
from
Madi—
gate whether violations of "don‘t
men‘s Levi/Leather club. Tsarus
Pipettes (Jim McCain, Jere Dou—
year
ask, don‘t tell" were uncovered
members are not eligible. The ban— son Flame and Pipeline bartenders
as well as Tsarus members. They * Tom Roe and Trent Gatewood of glas, Mike Ferguson, and the late
quet is not a fundraiser for Tsarus.
during the investigation of
One More, for their charitable Dwayne Branham and Sandy
Over the past 15 years, the Man will also be available at the door.
Winchell‘s death.
Hutchins); the Rev. Ethan Pruett
efforts
As
of
Jan.
15,
this
year‘s
nomi—
of
the
Year
has
often
been
a
woman
Fisher said he didn‘t think
* Butch Valentine, for his work with and the Rev. Ed Hammet of Holy
or an organization. Last year‘s re— nees included:
Glover was serious when he talked
Friends for Life/Feast for Friends. Trinity Community Church; the
cipient was Shelia Tankersley of *+ Ed Brandon, for his work with
about going after Winchell.
Names of winners are engraved late Dennis Kijowski; Sharon
Friends
for
Life/Feast
for
Friends
Loving
Arms,
for
helping
children
"I didn‘t know he had that much
* Cotton Pickin‘ Squares, for their on a plaque in the Pipeline. Past Wray; Bill Andrews and Matt
with HIV and their mothers.
rage in him," Fisher said. "Even
Man of the Year winners, starting Presley; Jimmy Gray; Ed Bran—
charitable efforts
Nominations are solicited from
when he came back in (Fisher‘s
in 1985, are: Allen Cook and John don; and Shelia Tankersley,
*
Rev.
Scott
Howell,
first
openly
the
community
at
large,
but
the
room, immediately after the at—
Stilwell for Gaze newspaper; founder of Loving Arms.
gay
associate
pastor,
First
Con—
award
is
a
surprise
to
almost
every—
See Sentence on page 33

Gay History,
History, All

Black

THE SURFING MAY
NOT BE SO GOOD HERE,
BUT 1 SURE LIKE
THE CLIMATE!

History:

Similarities Abound!

WELCOME TO
VERMONT!
HAVE SOME

By Ira L. King
TJN Staff Writer
As a rule, I shy away from writ—
Stonewall and it indeed looked
ing about issues pertaining to
like a cyclone had struck the pre—
ethnicity. However, February is
mises. Police said there were over
Black History Month. As such,
200 people in the Stonewall when
and in light ofthe similarity of the
they entered with a warrant. The
struggles facing
crowd outside
gay Americans
was estimated
Opinions expressed in
and
black
at
500
to
editorials,commentaries
Americans, 1
1,000. Accord—
and letters are those of
feel compelled
ing to police,
to address the si—
the Stonewall
the authors.
m ultane ous
had been under
emergence of both causes.
observation for some time. Being
In the mid to late sixties,
a private club, plain clothesmen
America was undergoing a dual
were refused entrance to the inside
culture shock, one overt (out in the
when they periodically tried to
open) and the other covert (under—
check the place.
"Police also believed the club
ground but about to—explode.)
Black America‘ was coming of was operated by Mafia—connected
«—~ageIn=April—of 1968, the killing
owners. The police confiscated the
of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. in
Stonewall‘s cash register as pro—
Memphis was the capstone and
ceeds from an illegal operation.
catalyst for massive civil rights
The receipts were counted and are
legislation intended to bring eq—
on file at the division headquar—
uity to black Americans. The next
ters. The warrant was served, and
10 years following Dr. King‘s as—
the establishment closed on the
sassination would bring de joure
grounds it was an illegal member—
and de facto changes in the way
ship club with no license, and no
white America and black America
license to serve liquor."
coexisted. This was the overt cul—
The Stonewall lives in the an—
ture shock.
nals of gay history as the begin—
At the same time a more sub—
ning of the gay revolution in
terranean shock was preparing to
America. Since that time, but at a
quake in seismic proportions. at a
much slower pace than its fast
gay club in New York‘s Green—
tracking sister, black civil rights,
wich Village known as the Stone—
the gay—rights movement has
wall Inn. At 3 a.m. on the morning
emerged at the signature move—
of June 28, 1969, the privacy of ment of the new millennium.
the Stonewall was invaded by po—
In America, gays and blacks
lice from New York‘s First Divi—
have been (and in some cases con—
sion. It was a raid. They had a
tinue to be) kicked, stepped on,
warrant. The police said they had
maligned, ridiculed, scorned,
been informed that liquor was be—
sexually abused, illegally ha—
ing served on the premises. Since
rassed, politically shunned, so—
the Stonewall did not have a li—
cially outcast and viewed as
cense, the place was being closed.
sexually and thereby morally ir—
It was the law.
responsible. Neither group is a
According to the New York
stranger to the policeman‘s gun,
Daily News, "All hell broke loose
the minister‘s disdain, the
when the police entered the Stone—
shopkeeper‘s distrust or society‘s
wall. ._. The whole proceeding
low expectations of gays and
took on the aura of a homosexual
blacks. Both groups, despite new
Academy Awards night. The
employment laws, new medical
queens pranced out to the street
evidence, new legislation and new
blowing kisses and waving to the
societal thinking, still experience
crowd. A beauty of a specimen
an enormous bout of distress and
named Stella wailed uncontrolla—
personal grief because of who and
bly while being led to the sidewalk
what we are.
in front ofthe Stonewall by a cop.
While white America has ac—
She later confessed that she didn‘t
cepted that blacks can be good.
protest the manhandling by the
postmen, school teachers, doctors
officer, it was just that her hair was
and lawyers, etc., it is not nearly
in curlers and she was afraid her
as convinced gays can do the
new beau might be in the crowd
same. And with gays the color
and spot her. She didn‘t want him
doesn‘t matter. It seems that in
to see her this way. She wept.
America sexual preference takes
~ "Official reports listed four in—
on a higher degree of importance
jured policemen with 13 arrests....
than ethnic background.
A reporter visited the now closed
Those of us who are gay
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and/or black have decisions to
make. We have to decide if we are
going to allow our society to shape
us, or are we going to shape the
society in which we live and have
to earn a living. There are no John
F. Kennedys and Martin Luther
Kings for us. We have to be our
own champions. We need to take
up our own causes and stand on
our own two feet.
It is not the duty of the presi—
dent, the congress or the church
to fight our battles for us. We must
be willing to live openly and hon—
estly with who and what we are.
Hiding in the closet will not
change things. If you want the
people at work to respect you, then
be honest with them. If you want
the people at church to respect
you, then show them that who you
are as a Christian is much more
than the sum and substance of who
you are sexually. As the scripture
admonishes, let your light as a
Christian so shine that others will
see the Christ in you and glorify
God in heaven. This is your per—
sonal responsibility.
In the early years of the black
struggle, the church was the one
place where every black man and
woman felt free to be who and
what they were. Today, many gays
and lesbians, black and white, are
attending predominantly gay
churches or gay—affirming
churches for the same reason. As
wonderful as this is, it‘s wrong.
There is no way any of us, regard—
less of our race or sexual prefer—
ence, can expect to carry out the
commandment to go into all the
world and make disciples if we
choose to worship exclusively
with our own kind.
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Army Inspector General to Investigate Gay Harassment
By Robert Burns
AP Military Writer

WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Army on Jan. 10 said it will inves—
tigate alleged anti—homosexual ac—
tions at Fort Campbell, Ky., during
a period leading up to the killing
of a gay private by a fellow sol—

Tne

R

dier there last summer.
The probe will be conducted by
the Army‘s inspector general, Lt.
Gen. Michael Ackerman, "in light
of allegations that surfaced" dur—
ing the criminal investigation of the
murder and the recently concluded
courts martial, Army Secretary
Louis Caldera said.
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Among the allegations that
arose during the criminal proceed—
ings was that relentless harassment
of Pfc. Barry Winchell prior to his
murder was reported to" Fort
Campbell‘s inspector general but
that no action was taken.
Caldera said Ackerman also
would conduct an "overall assess—
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Top Court to Rule on
By Laurie Asseo
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Tak—
ing on emotional issues of free
speech and homosexuality, the Su—
preme Court agreed Jan 14 to de—
cide whether the Boy Scouts of
America can exclude gays as mem—
bers and troop leaders.
The justices said they will de—
cide whether the organization had
a constitutional right to oust a
young troop leader after learning
he is gay. The court is expected to
hear arguments in April and issue
a decision by July.
New Jersey‘s highest court
ruled last summer that the Boy
Scouts‘ denial of membership to
homosexual boys and leaders vio—
lated a state law banning discrimi—
nation in public accommodations.
But the Scouts‘ lawyer contends
that law violated the organization‘s
rights of free speech and free asso—
ciation under the Constitution‘s
First Amendment.
"Scouting adheres to a moral
belief ... that homosexual conduct
is not moral," the Scouts‘ lawyer,
George A. Davidson, said after the
high court granted review Friday.
An openly gay person would not
be a proper Scout role model,
Davidson said, adding, "Boy
Scouting is really all about send—
ing messages. The message is that
you should be morally straight."
But the attorney for James Dale,
""the former assistant scoutmaster
whose leadership role was revoked,
said opposition to homosexuality is
not one of the Scouts‘ main pur—
poses.
"As gay people we know how
important the First Amendment is,"
said lawyer Evan Wolfson of the

Boy Scouts vs. Gays

Lambda Legal Defense and Edu—
cation Fund. "Their First Amend—
ment rights are not being interfered
with. The members did not join the
Boy Scouts for bigotry in the first
place."
Dale was 20 and an assistant
scoutmaster of a Matawan, N.J.,
troop when in 1990 he was identi—
fied in a newspaper article as co—
president of a campus lesbian and
gay student group at Rutgers Uni—
versity.
>
He previously had attained the
rank of Eagle, which only 2 per—
cent of all Scouts achieve, and had
been elected to the Order of the
Arrow, a Scouting honor society.
The Scouts‘ Monmouth Coun—
cil revoked Dale‘s registration as
an adult leader. Dale was told the
Boy Scouts "does not admit
avowed homosexuals to member—
ship in the organization."
Dale sued the Monmouth Coun—
cil and the national organization in
1992, contending they violated the
New Jersey Law Against Discrimi—
nation. His lawsuit seeks reinstate—
ment and monetary damages.
A state trial judge threw out the
case, ruling that the Boy Scouts is
not a place of public accommoda—
tion and therefore is not covered by
the law. But an appeals court and
the New Jersey Supreme Court
ruled for Dale.
The state Supreme Court re—
jected the organization‘s argument
that accepting homosexuals would
violate the Scout Oath‘s commit—
ment to remain "morally straight"
and the Scout Law‘s commitment
to remain "clean."
Its decision added: "The Boy
Scouts‘ expulsion of Dale is based
on little more than prejudice and not
on a unified Boy Scout position."

The Scouts‘ appeal to the
nation‘s highest court said the New
Jersey court decision leaves many
organizations vulnerable.
"Almost any organization could
find itself a victim of a court‘s de—
sire to foster social change by fore—
ing social private associations to
conform to its idea of egalitarian
values," the appeal said.
The appeal relied on a 1995 de—
cision in which the justices said the
sponsor of Boston‘s St. Patrick‘s
Day Parade should not be forced
to let a group of gays and lesbians
participate. The court said parades
are "a form of expression" and pri—
vate sponsors cannot be forced to
include "a group imparting a mes—
sage the organizers do not wish to
convey."
But Dale‘s lawyers contend his
case should be governed by a se—
ries of Supreme Court decisions
dealing with state public accommo—
dations laws.
The court ruled in 1984 that
states may force the Jaycees, a
group dedicated to developing
America‘s future leaders, to admit
women as full members. Three
years later, the court ruled that
states may force Rotary Interna—
tional to admit women as members.
In 1988, the court said New
York City can bar discrimination
against women and minorities by
clubs with. more than 400 members.
None of those decisions dealt
with gay rights, however, an issue
the court has visited on a few oc—
casions in the last two decades but
never seemed eager to tackle. For
example, the justices repeatedly
have turned away challenges to
President Clinton‘s "don‘t ask,
don‘t tell" policy on gays in the
military.

Republicans Use ‘Don‘t Ask,
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Don‘t Tell‘

Brighten
Your Winrer

NGLTF Warns

overwhelming opposition to sexual
WASHINGTON — New Re—
orientation—based discrimination in
publican National Committee
the military, even among conser—
(RNC) TV ads on the "Don‘t ask,
vatives. The report, From Wrongs
don‘t tell" policy are a continua—
to Rights: Public Opinion on Gay
tion of the Republican Party‘s ef—
and Lesbian Americans Moves To—
forts to portray gay, lesbian,
ward
Equality
1973—1999,
bisexual and transgendered people
authored by Columbia University
as unworthy of equal rights, the
political scientist Alan Yang, re—
National Gay and Lesbian Task
veals that American public opinion
Force said Jan. 10.
is more supportive of equality than
According to recent published
are most lawmakers and politi—
reports, the RNC plans to air TV
cians.
f
spots on the issue in Iowa, New
Both Vice Presidént Gore and
Hampshire and other key primary
Bill Bradley have stated their in—
"states. "Don‘t ask, don‘t tell" is a
tention to end "Don‘t ask, don‘t
flawed policy that has resulted in
tell" if elected. Republican candi—
increased discharges of servicemen
dates, on the other hand, have ex—
and women and, contrary to its
stated goal, has led to well—publi— — pressed varying degrees of support
for the policy. On Jan. 9, Senator
cized witchhunts against gay, les—
John McCain said comments by the
bian and bisexual people.
two Democratic candidates dis—
A report recently released by the
qualified both of them from the
Policy Institute of the National Gay
presidency. Both McCain and
and Lesbian Task Force shows

St.
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as a Vehicle for More Bashing Of GLBT
People,

Home: 374—9502

George W. Bush have expressed
support for the discriminatory
policy.
Rebecca Isaacs, NGLTF politi—
cal director, noted that polls show
both the Republican presidential
candidates and the RNC to be
clearly out of touch on the issue of
ending discrimination. For ex—
ample, a 1999 Gallup survey
showed 70 percent of respondents
favor the right of gays and lesbi—
ans to serve in the military. And a
1996 National Elections Studies
survey showed 57 percent of con—
servatives, 70 percent of moderates
and 91 percent of liberals support
ending discrimination.
"The anti—gay conservatives
have not heard that it‘s a new mil—
lennium," Isaacs said. "These ads
pander to the extreme right wing
and risk alienating mainstream vot—
ers who will decide this election."
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White Says

Falwell‘s Anti—Gay Record

By Shannon Brennan
LYNCHBURG, Va. (AP) —
More than two months after the
historic meeting between Jerry
Falwell and Mel White, the two
still disagree about what it means
to lower anti—gay rhetoric.
White, a gay minister who

wrote Falwell‘ s autobiography be—
fore coming out openly about his
homosexuality, said he has been
tracking Falwell‘s every word
since the Oct. 23 non—violence
summit at Falwell‘s Thomas Road
Baptist Church.
"It‘s a mixed bag," White said
in a recent telephone interview.
"He has continually tried to do his

Mixed Since Meeting

‘don‘t drive your children away‘
rhetoric."
That message urges parents to
be supportive of children who ad—
mit to being homosexual. Falwell
has also continued to preach
against violence, he said.
"On the one hand, we think he‘s
trying," White said. "On the other
hand, he doesn‘t understand what
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spiritual violence is."
The Rev. Jimmy Creech ac—
cused Falwell ofcommitting "spiri—
tual violence" during a press
conference after the Oct. 23 sum—
mit when Falwell continually com—
pared gays to drug addicts,
alcoholics and unwed mothers.
Falwell said gays need to be loved,
like other sinners, and helped out
of their sinful lifestyles.
White said Falwell continues to
batter gay activists, characterizing
them as "the bad guys," he said.
"He doesn‘t understand that the
good guys are the activists now,"
White said.
White said he and his Soulforce
followers are fighting for equal
treatment in employment, in the
military, in marriage and adoption
and to be included in hate crime
legislation.
‘"When we ask for those basic
human rights, he sees that as mili—
tant activism," White said.
Falwell‘s spokesman, Mark
DeMoss, met with White at his
home in California last month and
said he understands some .of
White‘s disappointment and frus—
tration. At the same time, however,
DeMoss said White needs to be
patient and appreciative of
Falwell‘s willingness to talk.
"This is the only dialogue Mel
White is enjoying in America with
anyone who disagrees with him,"
DeMoss said. "I hope he doesn‘t
lose sight of that."
<
DeMoss said the October sum—
mit was encouraging and signifi—
cant, but both sides must realize
there are points on which they will
never agree.
"Somewhere down this road, we
reach a point where both of us will
say, ‘We can‘t go any further,""
DeMoss said.
:
"Falwell is committed to being
more sensitive and more careful.
On the other hand, he has not com—
mitted to quit saying what he be—
lieves to be morally right or
wrong."
DeMoss said he is absolutely
certain that Falwell will not change
his position on homosexuality.
"If he lived to usher in Y3K, he
would not alter his view that ho—
mosexuality is a sin against God,
as is any sex outside of marriage
between a man and a woman,"

DeMoss said.
;
"I‘m equally confident that Mel
White is not going to change his
view that homosexuality is a gift
from God and should be cel—
ebrated."
DeMoss said Falwell is no less
flexible than White. He also noted
that White and his followers were
offended during the anti—violence
forum when Michael Johnston
spoke as an ex—gay.
"The level of animosity that
gays have for an ex—gay is so in—
tense it pales in comparison to even
people that Mel would say hate
gays," DeMoss said.
So neither side is devoid of bi—
ases that will impede the progress
of dialogue, he said.
Nonetheless, the two intend to
keep talking.
f
"I‘m committed to staying in the
middle of it," DeMoss said.
While Falwell received quite a
bit of flack for meeting with White
and his Soulforce followers in Oc—
tober, he has been free of criticism
since, DeMoss said.
"I think Jerry‘s received very
little fallout," DeMoss said. "Go—
ing into the meeting there was a real
collective apprehension in the
evangelical community."
But after. the. meeting,
evangelicals saw that Falwell re—
mained true to his beliefs and con—
victions, he said.
DeMoss said they are still dis—
cussing what the next dialogue will
involve.
Despite his mixed reviews on
Falwell‘s progress, White plans to
meet again in Lynchburg and con—
tinue working with Falwell. His
Soulforce group is also planning a
return in September to build a
house for Habitat for Humanity.
"This is a long—term and very
risky dialogue for both of us,"
White said. "There has been lots of
vitriol from friends and foes alike
for even meeting with him."
But as long as the focus is
against violence, the struggle is
worth it, he said.
"Jerry is on the cusp of a revo—
lution," White said. "I‘m willing to
love him a few steps further."
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State Capitol
By Scott Thomsen
Associated Press Writer
PHOENIX (AP) — Anti—gay
protesters picketed at the Arizona
state capitol Jan 10 to take a stance
against an openly gay legislator
who is also an Army Reserve lieu—
tenant.
About 10 members of the To—
peka—based Westboro Baptist
Church were present as legislators
began arriving to begin the 2000
legislative session.
The protesters said they do not
believe Rep. Steve May, R—Phoe—
nix, should be allowed to serve in
the legislature or the military.
Army officials are trying to deter—
mine whether to discharge May
because of statements he made ac—
knowledging his homosexuality
while debating a bill during last
year‘s session.
"Shame on the state of Ari—
zona," said protest leader Fred
Phelps Jr., son of the church‘s pas—
tor. "The Bible makes it clear that
lifestyle is condemned by God."
The picketers and a group of
about 25 counter—protesters were
separated into First Amendment
Zones surrounded by orange plas—
tic fencing on both sides of the side—
walk leading into the Capitol.

Members of the Kansas group
sang on one side while they held
up bold colored signs with slogans
such as "Matt in Hell" with a pic—
ture of Matthew Shepherd, a gay
college student who was beaten and
left for dead on a wooden rail fence
in Wyoming last year. Other signs
used slurs to refer to homosexuals.
On the other side, Drew
Sullivan, an 18—year—old Phoenix
high school student, said he
skipped school to stand up against
what he called the strongest ex—
ample of hate he‘sever seen.
"They use their religion to act
like this," Sullivan said. "This is
not a part of Christian teaching."
Judie Roepke, a registered nurse
from Mesa said she had never par—
ticipated in a protest before she
picked up a sign saying, "God is
love, compassion."
"I just couldn‘t stand by and
watch this kind of hate in our
hometown," Roepke said. "God
was inclusionary. He never ex—
cluded anybody. He hung out with
prostitutes and sinners and tax col—
lectors. I‘m sure God doesn‘t hate."
Dozens of police officers were
on hand though the protest re—
mained peaceful other than some
shouting.

Men Who Beat Up Gay
U.S. Author Each Jailed
For Eight Years
Ireland (AP) — A judge on Jan
13 jailed for eight years two
Irishmen who assaulted an Ameri—
can gay author, Robert Drake,
nearly a year ago leaving him dis—
abled.
Judge Anthony Kennedy told
Glen Mahon, 22, and lan
Monaghan, 21, thattheir actions
were "truly shocking."
if
Passing sentence at the Circuit
Criminal Court in this northwest
Ireland town, the judge said Drake,
who comes from Philadelphia, had
been "beaten to within an inch of
his life and left alone in that appall—
ing state for 15 hours" after the Jan.
31 attack last year at the author‘s
apartment.
The two men were convicted in
October of intentionally and reck—
lessly causing serious harm — the
U.S. equivalent of aggravated as—
sault. Sentencing was postponed
until Jan 13 for reports on the *
young men from welfare and other
officials.
They attacked Drake soon after
he had arrived in Ireland to write a
novel.
Defense lawyers said Drake in—
vited the two men in for drinks and
cigars as they passed by on their

way to a New Year‘s Eve party,
made a crude homosexual pass and
a struggle broke out.
Witnesses testified that Drake‘s
injuries were the equivalent of two
60 mph (100 kph) impacts to each
side of his head.
Drake returned to Philadelphia
by medical transport in March. He
was released from hospital in Oc—
tober, still using a wheelchair to get
around and a letter board to assist
in communicating.
"Mr. Drake‘s life has been com—
pletely ruined," said Ger Philpot of
Ireland‘s Gay Community News.
"It is mind—boggling to think that
someone would end up in that situ—
ation purely because of his sexual
orientation."

Ends Ban on

By Maureen Johnson
Associated Press Writer
LONDON (AP) — Obeying a
European court ruling, Britain has
lifted its ban on gays in the mili—
tary and replaced it with a code of
conduct on sexual behavior,
whether soldiers be heterosexual or
homosexual.
"As no primary or secondary
legislation is required, with effect
from today, homosexuality will no
longer be a bar to service in
Britain‘s armed forces," Defense
Secretary Geoff Hoon of the gov—
erning Labor Party told the House
of Commons on Jan. 12.
He said the ban was no longer
"legally sustainable" after the Eu—
ropean Court of Human Rights
ruled in September in favor on four
gay enlistees dismissed from the
military. The judges labeled the ban
a grave interference in private lives.
But Hoon warned that homo—
sexuals in the armed forces will still
face disciplinary action if their be—
havior undermines the effective—
ness of their units.
_
Opposition Conservative Party
lawmakers were angered by the de—
cision.
:
"This announcement will be
greeted with dismay through all three
services who surely by their faithful
and gallant service over generations
have earned the right to be exempted
from these lunatic, politically correct
nostrums" said Nicholas Soames, a
former Tory defense minister.
Gay rights groups were approv—
ing — but said the ruling will not
necessarily end poor treatment of
gays in the military.
‘"Whatis needed is an educational
campaign — similar to the military‘s
current efforts against racism — to
create a safe, sympathetic environ—
ment for the forces," said Peter
Tatchell, a spokesman for Outrage!
Hoon acknowledged there re—
mains some opposition to gays in
the military, but added that "the law
is the law. We cannot choose the
decisions we implement."
A key test of unacceptable per—
sonal relations in the military un—
der the new code will be whether
the conduct undermines military
effectiveness, Hoon said.
Personnel dismissed for being
gay can apply to rejoin the services,
and actions against serving person—
nel will be halted. News reports
said some 600 have been forced out
over the past decade.

f

Gays

in

In future, the sexual orientation
of soldiers, sailors and air force per—
sonnel will be a private matter,
Hoon said.
Unlike the United States
military‘s "don‘t ask, don‘t tell"
policy, the British military had
flatly banned gays.
Hoon said military personnel
need a code of conduct, because
they "cannot choose the people
they work and live with, often in
difficult, cramped conditions and
for sustained periods."
"Operational effectiveness de—
pends on team cohesion and the
maintenance of trust and loyalty,"
he told lawmakers. "As a result,
standards of behavior ... can be
more demanding than those re—
quired by society at large."
The decision has brought Britain
into line with other European coun—
tries that allow gays in uniform, with

Military

varying degrees of enthusiasm.
Policies range from the Nether—
lands, where gays have served
openly since the 1970s, to Greece
which bars homosexual officers. In
Italy overt homosexual behavior is
frowned on the military and gay men
are often exempted from the 10— —
month compulsory military service.
In the United States, the Penta—
gon announced in December a re—
view of its policy under which the
military is not supposed to ask ser—
vice members about their sexual
orientation, unless there is evidence
of homosexual conduct. Still, sol—
diers who say they are gay may be
discharged. _.
President Clinton has said the
policy was never supposed to fa—
cilitate rooting out or harassing
gays. He has cited repeatedly the
case of a gay soldier who was
beaten to death in Kentucky.
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Nondiscrimination Laws Now Cover 60 Million Americans, New Report Finds
From the tiny town of Sorrento,
Maine (population: 355) to New
York City (population: 7.3 mil—
lion), more than 37 million Ameri—
cans now live in towns, cities or
counties with laws banning dis—
crimination based on sexual orien—
tation. Add in the number of
Americans who live in states with
similar laws, and the number grows
to 60 million Americans, accord—
ing to a new, comprehensive report
released by the Policy Institute of
the National Gay and Lesbian Task
Force. This is a sharp increase from
1990, when fewer than 15 million
Americans lived in states with such
nondiscrimination laws, and about
18 million lived in cities banning
sexual orientation discrimination.
The NGLTF Policy Institute re—
port, Legislating Equality: A Re—
view of Laws Affecting Gay,
Lesbian,
Bisexual,
and
Transgendered People in the
United States, provides the most
extensive description to date oflo—
cal, county and state laws address—
ing GLBT equality. This report is
an invaluable tool for activists,
journalists and policymakers who

require reliable facts on laws af—
fecting GLBT people but lack the
time, resources or desire to conduct
primary research. The Policy Insti—
tute is a think tank dedicated to re—
search, policy analysis, strategy
development and coalition building
to advance the equality and under—
standing of GLBT people.
"At the dawn of the 21st Cen—
tury, the strength of the GLBT
movement is at the state and local
level," said Urvashi Vaid, director
of the Policy Institute of NGLTF.
"This demonstrates the power and
success of local organizing, and it
underscores a sharp contrast be—
tween what is happening in towns
and cities where people live and
what is happening in Congress,
where conservative leaders repeat—
edly have turned their backs on
GLBT equality."
Legislating Equality examines
the status of anti—discrimination
laws in all 50 states and 236 towns,
cities and counties. Among its find—
ings:
* Three counties, 20 cities and
one state (Minnesota) prohibit dis—
crimination based on gender

identity in private employment. Yet
95 percent of Americans do not live
in jurisdictions that ban gender
identity—based discrimination.
* More than 100 cities and 18
counties prohibit discrimination
based on sexual orientation in pri—
vate employment. The average size
of a city with a nondiscrimination
ordinance dropped from 362,696 in
the 1970s to 225,541 today, reflect—
ing the reality that more small and
mid—sized cities are adopting non—
discrimination ordinances.
* Thirty—six counties and 141
cities have ordinances banning dis—
crimination on the basis of sexual
orientation in public employment,
while 20 counties and 108 cities
ban discrimination in public ac—
commodations.
Vaid said Legislating Equality
dismantles the myth that GLBT
equality is a concept known only
to cities such as San Francisco or
New York. "In fact, it is the resi—
dents and activists in the cities,
towns and counties of middle
America who are leading the way,"
Vaid said. "Transgender people are

protected from job discrimination
in Louisville, Ky, and Iowa City,
but not yet in New York City. Ver—
mont has recognized that same—sex
couples are entitled to the same
benefits as married couples, but
Massachusetts and California have
not. The truth is that the notion of
GLBT equality has widespread
support in the American heart—
land."
Vaid said that local activists are
to be credited for the fact that hun—
dreds of cities, counties and some
states are more cognizant of the
discrimination and violence that
GLBT people face than most presi—
dential candidates and members of
Congress. "The U.S. public over—
whelmingly supports equal rights
and anti—discrimination protections
for lesbians and gay men, and this
support has increased markedly
during the decade of the 1990s,"
Vaid said. "For example, 70 per—
cent of Americans in 1999 sup—
ported the right of gays and
lesbians to serve in the military, up
from 55 percent in 1992. And 49
percent of Republicans support

anti—discrimination laws for gay
men and lesbians, compared with
42 percent who are opposed."
"Support for GLBT equality is
solid in middle America," Vaid
added. "Presidential candidates
who oppose anti—discrimination
protections are out of touch with
the views of a solid majority of the
U.S. public."
—
Legislating Equality comes on
the heels of Capital Gains and
Losses: A State By State Review of
Gay,
Lesbian,"
Bisexual,
Transgender and HIV/AIDS Re—
lated Legislation in 1999. That re—
port tracked 474 GLBT— and HIV/
AIDS—related bills in the nation‘s
50 state legislatures and the Dis—
trict of Columbia during the past
year.
To order a copy of Legislating
Equality, call the NGLTF commu—
nications department at 202—332—
6483. Copies of Legislating
Equality are available to the gen—
eral public for free via download
at www.pfaw.org/pub.htm!1, or for
$10 via mail order. To purchase a
copy, call 202—332—6483, ext. 3205.
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WEST HOLLYWOOD Calif.
<(AP) — The City Council unani— —
mously turned:—down a proposal
ordering bars and nightclubs to of—
fer free condoms at the door, ‘cit—
ing anecdotal evidence that many.
businesses were already voluntar—
ily handing them out.
The council on Jan. 3 voted 5—
0 to expand the voluntary distribu—
tion program that has been in place
for eight years in this city known
for its gay nightlife. The council
also approved the purchase of an
additional 50,000 condoms for the
program and instructed city staff to
look into a way to monitor whether
bars and clubs makethe condoms
accessible.
After more than two hours. of }
discussion, councilmembers de—
Michael Weinstein;presrdént of the AIDS Healthcai’e Foundation andan
cided that forcing bars to offer
—> advocate of mandatoq condom diatripution speaks during a news **,
condoms would create too much
conference in West Hollywood, Calif., concerning: thecity‘s veteran «*.,«
resistance in the city‘s efforts to: — _awhetherto make its current voiuntaiycondom distribution at bars and
educate people about safe sex. —" cilibs mandatory (AP Photo)
‘i,p'
. n“; s
. f.
. "Ithink everyone wants to saiie
hot pen‘Wimaﬁ'“?
lives,” said Mayor John Hei{man. Ca!nonprofit orgamzapfms Whld‘] 92A “bar
"beer
or
without
ahr;
extinguisher
‘market
to
people
at
highestriskfor
.
"Trying to change a person‘s be"
havior.is best done in a collabora— ~ HIV infection." The gxgcquld have It‘should rot‘ open Without‘h,
; tlve cooperative fashion."
ts~ imposed fines for nopcomphance ¢ondoms " he said.
R.
Seyeral business owners said they
The AIDS Healthcare Fouhdq
"*S Last year the city ‘distributed —
R 300000 condoms toabout 30-_ "tion was the driving. force behind. “already bfférgoffdoms; sometimes —,
nightclubs, where owners Voluntar— * « the mandatoryproposal cmugﬂas goingthrougha bowlLull of,200 in.“%
ily placed them in containers at a public health i1 ssue," \ ".s Caz : aday. The onlyprpbiem, theysaigs ‘,
J
entrances.. The council‘s, vote, will =. ."It was not aprofile in (mirage~is that they top;often run out.
.
Scot
Sullivan"441;
a
custodlef
at"
tonight
in.
West
Hollywood
¥
raise that number to 350,000 this
»
Trunks
bar,
has"picked
up
a
fewfree—
+
Michael
Wein
64,31,
ithe:
year, spending about $30,000 on
the .distribution program. _
* * foundation‘s. president séid after Londoms .on his way out and appr
The mandatorydistribution pro— . the vote: Thes foundation, the 5 —~clates the fact that theyare there.
"Even if I don‘t use them: to—.
gram‘ the council rejected would nation‘s largest HIV=AIDS medi—
night theyre. in mydrawer,"
have required "the distribution of cal provider, hopes to get the
condoms for liquor licensees, adult datory distribution issue on the Sullivan said. "You never know
when you need them."
businesses, coffee houses and lo— November ballot.

California to Vote on
By Bob Egelko
Associated Press Writer

1998, and signatures are being
gathered in Colorado and Nevada.
But the potential political im—
pact is magnified by California‘s
role as the nation‘s most populous
state and thepresenceof alarge; —
visible gay population in the San
Francisco Bay area and Los Ange—
les.
"An eighth of the country is be—
ing asked to vote on an anti—gay
initiative," says Mike Marshall, the
No—on—22 campaign manager. "If
it passes, it sends a profound mes—
sage to policy—makers and young
gays and lesbians who are strug—
gling with their sexual orientation."
Hollywood weighed in early
with an anti—22 television commer—
cial last month by the cast of
NBC‘s Will and Grace, which has
a gay lead character. It said the
proposition "increases the rhetoric
of hate and intolerance" and would
"inject the government into the
most personal decisions."
No state has legalized gay mar—
riage. Ever since Hawaii‘s Su—
preme Court raised the possibility
of same—sex unions in 1993, Con—
gress and 30 states, mostly in the
South and Midwest, have passed
pre—emptive laws saying they
won‘t recognize such marriages if
they are legalized in any other state.
It is uncertain whether any of
those laws can get around the re—
quirement in the U.S. Constitution
that states give "full faith and
credit" to other states‘ laws.

March

"It‘s pulling a significant is run well enough."
Hawaii has since adopted a con—
So far, supporters have reported
stitutional amendment barring gay ‘amount of moderate Democrats,"
marriage. Vermont is the only state the key to winning most Califor— raising $5 million, about twice as
considering legalization, but law— nia elections, says Bruce Cain, di— much as opponents. More than
makers are generally expected to rector of the Institute for $310,000 has come from the Ro—
~endorse domestic partner benefits Governmental Studies at the Uni— man Catholic Church, while the
of—California atBerkeley. Mormon church has written to
instead.
It
could
still lose "if it can be 740,000 members urging support
Proposition 22 is known as the
4
Knight Initiative, after its sponsor, painted as extremist, if there‘s for 22.
Republican state Sen. Pete Knight, enough money and if the campaign
whose gay son David has branded
the measure a "blind, uncaring,
uninformed, knee—jerk reaction to
a subject about which he knows
nothing and wants to know noth—
ing, but which serves his political
career."
Pete Knight has declined to be
interviewed about the measure. In
WOLF RIVER
a statement last October, Knight
PLUMBING & FHMNWNG
said he regretted that his son had
RESIDENTIAL
made a private matter public.
COMMERCIAL
Backers of the measure appear
INDUSTRIAL
to have learned the lessons of past
campaigns — a proposed ban on
REPAIRS
gay teachers in 1978, and Lyndon
REMODELING
LaRouche—sponsored measures in
NEW CONSTRUCTION
1986 and 1988 to quarantine AIDS
patients. All were defeated after
BACKFLOW PREVENTION
their sponsors were portrayed as
NSTALL ED C ERTMFIED REPAIRED
bigoted extremists.
s8F 1540
An independent Field Poll last
month showed Proposition 22 lead—
853—5506
ing 51 percent to 40 percent. Op—
LICENSED « BOHDED
position in San Francisco and Los
KPOFES
Whl5536
Angeles has been offset by support
in rural and suburban areas, says
Field Poll director Mark
DiCamillo, who predicted a close
election.
7
i},

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Christie Hardwick Vianson has
——— beenmarriedtwice;to men, and has
noplans to wed her female partner
of the past six years.
But she doesn‘t want the state,
in the form of Proposition 22, tell—
ing them and other same—sex
couples they can never marry.
"It‘s the government coming
into my personal relationship and
making a decision about whether
it‘s valid," says Vianson, a 40—year—
old mother of three who works for
a high—tech company. "I think it
gives legitimacy to people who
want to hate."
Proposition 22 is on the Califor—
nia ballot March 7. It is only 14
words long: "Only marriage be—
tween a man and a woman is valid
or recognized in California."
As far as Rebecca Bennion is
concerned, that‘s a good start. The
housewife and mother of five dis—
avows any anti—gay prejudice but
longs for a return to an earlier era.
"It would be great if we could
roll the years back — a man and a
woman committed to each other,
the wife staying home, nurturing
the kids, like my mom stayed
home," she says. "We‘ve tried ev—
erything else."
The California proposition is
not unique: Similar ballot measures
passed in Alaska and Hawaii in

Same—Sex Marriages in

p

MASSAGE

As other denominations
tell you "No,"
Sendyour Free
Personals
by E—mail!
MemphisTJN@aol.com
or by
Snail Mail
(Postal Service):
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

we continue to proclaim
NATIONALLY CERTIFIED MASSAGE THERAPIST

a joyous "YES !"

GENTLE, RELAXING
FULL BODY MASSAGE

761—7977

IN/OUT CALLS
GIFT CERTIFICATES

THE MID—TOWNERS
Fun with a Ball
New Friends — Old Friends
Maybe Even a Date!!
No Politics — Just Fun
Call
James Bailey 342—4630
or Linda Etherton 323—3111
Published as a public service of TheTriangle Journal News.

First

Congregational

UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST
An Open and Affirming Church
celebrating the image of God in every person
and the sacred value of every human life

Come and Visit Us!
Sundays at 9:00 & 10:30 am; Wednesdays at 6:00 pm
246 South Watkins » 278—6786 phone; 278—2071 fax
Rev. Cheryl Cornish, pastor
Rev. Scott Howell, associate pastor
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First Baseman Says ‘Fat Monkey‘ Comment
Referred to Him, Calls
SANTO DOMINGO, Domini—
can Republic (AP) — Atlanta
Braves first baseman Randall
Simon says he knows John Rocker
was talking about him when he
described a teammate as a "fat
monkey" in a Sports Illustrated
interview..
And he says Rocker‘s explana—
tion of the comment as merely
clubhouse humor is a lie.
"I swear to you if he said that to
my face I‘d tear him up, and one
of us would be suspended right
now," Simon said Jan 15 in an in—
terview with Morris News Service.
"When I joke, I don‘t try to make
somebody feel bad. He knows, too.
We don‘t joke like that.
"He knows we‘ve never had a
relationship like that. He has no
relationships with the black guys
or the Latin guys on the team. He‘s
lying to try and cover himself. He
has a lot of guts to say that."
Rocker, a Braves relief pitcher,
criticized gays and immigrants and
described a black teammate as a
"fat monkey" in a Sports Illustrated
article published in December. He
told ESPN earlier that he was talk—
ing about a Latin teammate.
"I‘m the only one on the team
who‘s Latin and black," said
Simon, who is playing in a Domini—
can baseball league this winter. "I
know for a fact he‘s talking about

Rocker Liar

me. It‘s going to be tough for me
when I see him."
Rocker explained the "fat mon—
key" comment to ESPN‘s Peter
Gammons by saying, "I‘ ve said it
to his face in the past. And he‘ll
fire with this, that or the other and
we‘ll laugh about it. I let a reporter
in on an aspect of clubhouse hu—
mor and he took it literally."
Simon said that explanation was
a lie.
"Anybody can say things and
then say I‘m sorry," he said. "It
doesn‘t mean he‘s sorry. I know
he‘s apologizing right now to get
himself right. He‘s scared, and he‘s
going to do things to make himself
feel better and look better."
Rocker publicly blamed Simon
late last season for a botched play at
first base that cost the Braves a win.
"Rocker has made comments be—
fore about me," Simon said. "What
he said (in the Sports Ilustrated ar—
ticle) he says now was a mistake. It
wasn‘t a mistake. How can you still
have anger about something two
months after the season ended? It‘s
not just one thing he said, he said a
whole bunch of things. My mom and
girlfriend say, ‘Let it go,‘ butit‘s hard
to let it go."
Baseball home run king Hank
Aaron and former Atlanta Mayor
Andrew Young met with Rocker
on Jan 12 and said they were

Sterling

Band Asks

Braves to Stop Using Their
Song to Introduce

Rocker

By James Pilcher
Associated Press Writer

John Lee of Atlanta‘s Asian
American community responds to
the comments against gays and
minorities made by Atlanta Braves
pitcherJohn Rockerduring a protest
outside Turner Field in Atlanta on
Dec. 23. The group of about 15
community leaders are urging
Braves team officials to fire Rocker.
(AP Photo/Erik S. Lesser)

pleased with the relief pitcher. Both
said it would be difficult for Rocker
to repair his relationship with team—
mates.
Minority groups in Atlanta have
called for the Braves to release
Rocker. Baseball commissioner
Bud Selig ordered him to undergo
psychological tests and said he may
take disciplinary action.

presented to the public

Fine

Heavy Metal

Silver Jewelry

(s

ATLANTA (AP) — Members
of the heavy metal band Twisted
Sister have asked the Atlanta
Braves to stop using their song "I
Wanna Rock" to introduce John
Rocker in protest of the reliever‘s
recent comments disparaging gays
and minorities.
"We‘ve got Hispanics in this
band, Italians in this band, people
who are Polish and Russian," said
the band‘s co—founder and guitar—
ist Jay Jay French. "We‘re all im—
migrants, all foreigners — quote
unquote — and this is our way of
saying his comments were not ac—
ceptable."
In an interview in Sports Illus—
trated, Rocker said he would never
play for a New York team because
he didn‘t want to ridea train "next
to some queer with AIDS." He also
bashed immigrants, saying "I‘m
not a very big fan of foreigners. ...
How the hell did they get in this
country?"
Rocker later apologized and in
a subsequent interview with ESPN
said his comments were in retalia—
tion for verbal and physical abuse
he said he received from New York
Mets fans during the National
League Championship Series.
New York—based Twisted Sister
is best known for its 1984 hit single
"We‘re Not Gonna Take It." The
song‘s video featured lead singer
Dee Snyder and other band mem—
bers wearing garish makeup and
wild hairstyles.
French, 42, said he still legally

John Rocker (AP Photo/Alan Mothner)
represents the band and that all its
members were in agreement over
the action.
He said he told both his record
label, Atlantic Records, the band
didn‘t want the song used in con—
junction with Rocker and said he
faxed a letter to the Braves‘ direc—
tor of public relations Jim Schultz
and left several messages for him.
French would not speculate on
what he would do if the Braves
continued to use the song, written
by Snyder.
Schultz did not return phone
calls seeking comment.
"These comments were way too
damaging to be considered flip
comments," French said. "One
must take responsibility for the
ramifications when you say some—
thing like that, and this is just our
way of voicing our displeasure —
the one thing we could do. This is
just another voice in the crowd that
lets him know that what he did was
not acceptable."

Wholesale Priced!
Memphis

Gay

The

Comfort Inn

Poplar at 1—240

(next to the Cockeyed Camel)

&

Lesbian

Switchboard

324—4297
24 Hours a Day
Computer Voice—Mail Information

Sunday, February 6, 2000

Ipm

til

Ipm

A service of the
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Center
Operational costs sponsored by Amnesia

Published as a public service of the Triangle Journal News.
Visa / Mastercard accepted
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Vermont Supreme Court Rules on Same Sex Marriage

Many Vermont Religous

— two lesbian and one gay — af—
ter they were denied marriage 1i—
censes by their local town clerks."
The clerks acted on the advice of
the state attorney general, who re—
lied on a 1975 opinion by a prede—
cessor calling same—sex marriages
unconstitutional.
The three couples first filed suit
in Chittenden County Superior
Court but a judge rejected their
claims. The couples then appealed
to the Supreme Court, which heard
arguments in the case 13 months
ago.
The couples argued that their
inability to get married denied them

Leaders

Peter Harrigan, cénter, and his partner, Stan Baker, right, smile as they look
over the crowd at the first public hearing by the House Judiciary Committee
on same sex marriage in Montpelier, Vt., , Jan. 25. The two men are one
of the couples who brought the same—sex lawsuit against the state of
Vermont. Their lawyer, Beth Robinson, is at left. See Stories on pages 11
(AP Photo/Toby Talbot)
and 15
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sign on to the statement which was
made public, and is already circu—
lating via e—mail.
In December, Vermont‘s Su—
preme Court ruled that same—sex
couples are entitled to the same
benefits and protections as married
couples, but left it to the Legisla—
ture to decide how to ensure those
rights. Legislators are considering
several options, including rewrit—
ing the marriage statutes to include
same—sex couples and creating a
parallel institution of domestic
partnership.
The Legislature‘s decision will
affect only civil marriage law, leav—
ing religious groups free to choose
whether to recognize same—sex
unions. No church would be re—
quired to perform gay weddings.

+/ Omelettes « Pancakes + Blintzes » Homemade Biscuits and Gravy « French Toast «

rally at the State House.
Organizers of the statement sup—
porting same—sex marriage said the
timing was coincidental, but they
felt it was important to let legisla—
tors and the public know that all
religious traditions do not speak
with one voice.
"The primary opposition to
same—gender marriage is coming
from people of faith communities,"
said the Rev. Brendan Hadash of
St. Johnsbury Universalist Church,
who signed the Jan. 19 statement.
"We want to make absolutely cer—
tain that the world knows that not
all faith communities agree. There
are at least 100 ministers in Ver—
mont who support same—gender
marriage. We‘re talking many dif—
ferent denominations."
— Hadash was referring to the
number of religious leaders who
have signed the statement orga—
nized by the Vermont Freedom to
Marry Task Force. He said he ex—
pected many of those leaders to

%

Support Gay Marriage
MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) — A
group of 17 Vermont religious
leaders, including the state‘s Epis—
copal and Methodist bishops, be—
lieve marriage is the only way to
give same—sex couples all the legal
benefits given to traditional mar—
ried couples.
The institution of marriage "can
only be strengthened by extending
our understanding of marriage to
include the faithful committed re—
lationships of ~same gender
couples," the statement says.
"(W)hen two women or two men
make a loving commitment to one
another and wish to assume the re—
..sponsibilities of marriage, they ex—
emplify a moral good which cannot
be represented by so—called regis—
tered partnership."
The statement was released the
day after a pastoral letter by
Vermont‘s Roman Catholic bishop,
urging Catholics and other people
of faith who oppose same—sex mar—
riage and domestic partnership to

Theallissuefive justices
divided agreed
the court.
While
thatre—
gay
and
lesbian
couples
should
ceive
theofsame
benefits assex,granted
couples
the
opposite
three
ofthejusticesjoined
a
concurring
opinion
written by Justice
John
Dooley
thatchallenged
the
reason—
ingAnd
behindJustice
Amestoy‘s
decision.
Denise
Johnsonthe
wroteaseparateopinion
saying
courthad
notgone
farenough.
She
said
the
court
recognizes
that
gays
and
lesbians
are entitledto
certain
rights
and
"yet
declines
to
giveex—
them
any
relief
other
than
an
hortation
toproblem."
the Legislature
to deal
with
the
Johnson
saidto
sheissuewould
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town
clerks
couples.marriage licenses tosame—sex
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more than 300 benefits at the state
level and more than 1,000 at the
federal level. The Supreme Court
acknowledged that, saying the ben—
efits included "access to a spouse‘s
medical, life, and disability insur—
ance, hospital visitation and other
medical decisionmaking privi—
leges, spousal support, intestate
succession, homestead protections,
and many other statutory protec—
tions."
The decision, written by Chief
Justice Jeffrey Amestoy, acknowl—
edges the controversy swirling
around the issue of same—sex mar—
riages. It is "a question that the
court well knows arouses deeply
felt religious, moral, and political
beliefs," the justices said in their
decision.

EAST MEMPHIS
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MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) —
Gay and lesbian couples must be
granted the same benefits and pro—
tections given married couples of
the opposite sex, the Vermont Su—
preme Court ruled Dec. 20.
But the court stayed its ruling
to allow the Legislature to consider
whether those benefits will come
through marriage or a system of
domestic partnerships.
‘"We hold that the state is con—
stitutionally required to extend to
same—sex couples the common ben—

efits and protections that flow from
marriage under Vermont law," the
justices said. "Whether this ulti—
mately takes the form of inclusion
within the marriage laws them—
selves or a parallel ‘domestic part—
nership‘ system or some equivalent
statutory alternative, rests with the
Legislature.
"Whatever system is chosen,
however, must conform with the
constitutional imperative to afford
all Vermonters the common ben—
efit, protection, and security of the
law," the court said.
The ruling stems from a suit
filed in July 1997 by three couples

Food Fit For A Queen
Delicious Desserts » Hot, Hearty Breakfasts « Great Food Made To Order
Drive your carriage to Buns on the Run.
You‘ll get the royal treatment.
Buns on the Run
2150 Elzey Avenue
Memphis, TN 38104
(901) 278—2867
(278—BUNS)
Open Monday 7am — 3pm
Tuesday through Friday 7am — 6pm
Saturday 7am — 2pm
Closed Sunday
Cooper—Young‘s meeting place

* German Chocolate Cake * Lemon deebox Pre * Rice Pudding + Muffins « Brownies «

By Christopher Graff
Associated Press Writer

Grilled Chicken Breast Sandwich « Grech Salad + Grilled Spuiach and Mushroom sandwich
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Town

Hall

Meetings to Begin

—

Softball

Season Approaching

By Chuck Saylor
included in helping to rectify the
common problems we all face.
With cold temperatures
The board of the Memphis Gay
MGLCC is requesting that every
abounding, it‘s time to think about
& Lesbian Community Center
GLBT organization send at least
playing softball.
*
(MGLCC) has been thinking of
one delegate to attend the meeting.
You may not realize it, but now
ways it can help promote more
MGLCC invites anyone who is
is the time to get things started if
unity in the Memphis GLBT com—
interested in participating in this
you‘re interested in playing, ei—
munity and ways that all the orga—
discussion to meet at Pilgrim Hall
ther as a team or individual. The
nizations, businesses, churches and
of First Congregational Church on
season will begin play in early
individuals can work together for
Sun., Feb. 6, from 6—8 p.m. The
the common good of the entire
town hall meetings will be in lieu «April and finish up in mid—July.
Along the way, several scheduled
community.
of the monthly open meetings that
off days will be included.
The MGLCC board felt that the
the community center began ear—
The league is termed "open",
best method with which to begin is
lier this year.
meaning there can be any mixture
a series of town hall meetings dis—
For more information, contact
of men and women playing, or all
cussing our community, its prob—
MGLCC President, Ben Mendoza
men or all women‘s teams. Each
lems and how everyone can be
at 383—8053.
team will compete against the
others during the season.
Judy‘s Rainbow Coming
This year women batters will
Submitted by MGLCC

to Memphis

be hitting the smaller women‘s
softball, as they do in a regular
co—ed league, while male batters
will use the larger men‘s softball.
This idea was approved at the
end of last year to encourage
greater participation from the
community.
Teams will also be grouped
into two different experience and
playing ability levels for regular
season games.
New players and teams are
welcome. Call 374—9787 if you
are interested. More information
will be available in the next is—
sue of Triangle Journal News.
Break out that glove, call for
information and have some great
fun.

Integrity to

Feature
Jackie Johnson.WHBQ‘s Leon Grif—
fin will emcee in the role of the Wiz—
Special Play Reading
ard of MemphOz.
The concert will be staged at the
in February
New Daisy Theatre on Beale St on
Sun., Feb. 20, at 6:30 p.m.
Integrity will enjoy two un—
there are four characters who tell
Donations of $100 and $250 will
usual gatherings In February. On
the ‘real story‘ behind the poem.
include a reception at Alfred‘s on
Sat., Feb. 12, the organization
Tony is a young Italian guy from
Beale immediately following the
will~ have. its ‘annual St.
the Bronx, Sylvia is an older Jew—
concert.
. Valentine‘s party, but this year
ish woman, Jerry Wayne is a good
The concert is sponsored by Craig
the get—together will be in a re—
ole boy from Mississippi and Ba—
Simrell, The Garden District and The
stored antebellum home in Holly
sil is a proper British chap.
Memphis Flyer. The reception is
Springs. This home was on the
"The whole performance is
sponsored by Impact Marketing and
Holly Springs Pilgrimage last
about 50 minutes. Itis mostly hu—
Kathy Fish.
year. The Valentine‘s party is al—
morous with some serious bits.
For reservations, call Friends For
ways popular — a time when ev—
The overall message is that no
Life at (901) 272—0855. Previous
eryone is getting over the "cabin
matter what we go through, Jesus
Fabulous February concerts have
fever" of winter and anticipat—
is with us.. From the way each
sold out, so reservations are encour—
ing the warmth of spring. New—
character tells his story, one
aged to avoid disappointment.
comers are welcome. For more
learns that Jesus talks to each per—
information,
call
Calvary
son in his/her own language."
Church: 525—6602.
Toscano will read all four
On Tues., Feb. 15, the group‘s
voices. Integrity is proud to high—
regular monthly meeting will in—
Are you living with HIV/AIDS
light the creative work of its
clude worship at 6:30 p.m., din—
members. Toscano holds a de—
ner and a special program.
and need help?
gree in playwriting from the City
Peterson Toscano will read a one—
University of New York.
Now there‘s an answer.
— act play he wrote recently.
This program will be offered
Toscano describes his play as
in the Mural Room at Calvary
follows:
Church, 2nd and Adams, and will
"I have developed a theater end at 9 p.m. Visitors are wel—
piece called Footprints in De—
Family Services of the Mid—South has been
comed. As always, dinner is free
mand. It is based on the poem
to first—time visitors.
awarded a grant to provide a variety of services
‘Footprints in the Sand.‘ In it

Friends For Life will be saluting
Judy Garland in its third annual
"Fabulous February" event. The
concert, "The Rainbow Comes to
MemphOz, Tennessee," is a benefit
for FFL which now includes
Aloysius Home as well as the AIDS
Resource Center.
The two previous Fabulous Feb—
ruary Concerts, A Holiday with
Billie Holiday and Doing It Our
Way... A Tribute to Francis Albert
Sinatra were very successful. With—
out disclosing any secrets, organiz—
ers say the show will be full of
entertaining surprises.
In addition to the 17—piece Mem—
phis Jazz Orchestra, the concert will
feature Teresa Pate, Gary Johns,
Sandra Bray, Hudson & Saleeby,
Debbie Kines, Susan Marshall and

to help people with HIV/AIDS improve
their lives.
You may be eligible for:
* Case Management
* Housing Placement
* Support groups for individuals,
partners, family members
* Individual and family counseling
* Resource Identification
* Emergency assistance for food,
rent, medicine, utilities.
If you‘d like more information on these free
services, call 452—6208 and ask for information
about HOPWA
(Housing Opportunities for People with AIDS)
Published as a public service of the Triangle Journal News.
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LGCJ to Nominate Officers
Nominations for officers and
working more than one job, go—
a budget proposal will be made
ing to law school, active in Safe
at the meeting of the Lesbian and Harbor MCC and the Coalition
Gay Coalition for Justice sched—
for Gay and Lesbian Religious
uled
for
Affairs, in
Tues., Feb. 8,
gas
addition to
at 7 p.m. in
+
her responsi—
Me‘e t i n g
a A
bilities as co—

Room B of
;
5
‘L
;
chair
of
emphis Lesbian and Goy Coalition for Justice
LGCJ.
Y
(fig Memphis sn
Public Library and Information
The coalition suggests that
Center at Peabody and McLean.
members consider present board
Current LGCJ officers are members and at—large members as
Margaret Henkle and Jim they contemplate whom to nomi—
Maynard, co—chairs; Billy nate. Co—chairs must be nomi—
Squires, secretary; and Tim nated as a team (male and female)
Johnson treasurer.
with the goal of having co—chairs
Henkle has asked not to be who will work well together.
nominated for co—chair again be—
For more information, e—mail
cause of the demands of work and Ige @gaymemphis.com or call
law school. Margaret has been 327—2677.

King and Queen
of Hearts Set
for Feb. 13
The ninth annual King and
Queen of Hearts Benefit Show and
Auction benefitting Friends for Life
will be held on Sun., Feb. 13 at
Madison Flame.
Host and organizer Jimmy Gray
promises a night of entertainment
coupled with some great bargains.
All proceeds will benefit Friends
for Life.
BWMT to Stage
Red and White
Ball
The Memphis chapter of Black
and White Men Together will stage
its Red and White Ball on Sat., Feb.
12, at 8 p.m. in the clubhouse of
Clarke Address Townhomes, 2780
Harbor Station at Clarke and Mt.
Moriah.
Admission is $7 for singles and
$10 per couple. Free gifts will be
presented to the first 25 guests.
The event will include free hors
d‘oeuvres and a cash bar.
For more information, call 523—
8855 or 276—4762.
Holy Trinity to
Offer Photo
Opportunities
With the theme "We Are Fam—
ily," Holy Trinity Community
Church will be offering singles,
couples and families an opportu—
nity to have portraits made by a
professional photographer.
According to Holy Trinity‘s
LaPaula Turner, "So many times,
our families are not given the op—
portunity to be ourselves when tak—
ing portraits.
This is an
opportunity to have family por—
traits done whether families are of
one or more."
Shari Walker, a member of
Holy Trinity, will be taking the
portraits on Friday and Saturday,
Feb. 25 and 26. The sitting fee is
$10, half of which will be donated
to Holy Trinity. For more informa—
tion, call 320—9376.

Auditions Set
for Play About
Oscar Wilde
Circuit Playhouse will present
Gross Indecency: The Three Trails
of Oscar Wilde by Molses
Kaufman from May 26th to June
25th.
Auditions are being held on
Mon., Feb. 14, at 7 p.m. at Play—
house on the Square, 51 South
Cooper. Dave Landis will direct
the play and the roles available
include eight males, ages 20—50
years. Auditions will consist of
reading scenes from the script. For
more information, call Playhouse
on the Square at 725—0776.

Hockey and

Scholarship

Skating Slated

Announcement

Join the Memphis Gay and Les—
bian Community Center for a
hockey game and ice skating.
The center is sponsoring a
"community" hockey night at the
Mid—South Coliseum on Sat., Feb.
19. Join them as they cheer on the
Memphis
ings.
After the game, the rink is open
‘for ice skating. The ice skating is
free with the purchase of a game
ticket, which is only $8. In addi—
tion the center has a $2—off coupon
for everybody.
Skate rentals are only $4 or you
can bring your own.
Participants will meet at the en—
trance by the parking lot off of
Early Maxwell Boulevard and
Southern Avenue at 6:30 p.m. They
will purchase tickets at the door so
all can sit together. The center re—
quests that you wear a blue shirt to
show you are a part of the "com—
munity."

Channel

Alumni, faculty and students at
the University of Alabama have re—
cently established a scholarship
fund for members of the campus
Gay/Lesbian/ Bisex ual /
Transgender Alliance. The first
scholarship(s) will be awarded in
spring 2000. Tax—deductible con—
tributions may be sent to: Dr. Rose
Gladney GLBTA, P.O. Box
870214, Tuscaloosa, AL 35487
Make checks payable to the
University of Alabama and desig—
nate GLBTA Scholarship Fund on
the memo line.
For more information, contact
Dr. Gladney at (205) 348—9764,
e—mail: rgladney @tenhoor.as.ua.edu;
David van der Griff at (818) 884—
6404, e—mail: dvander736@aol.com
or Rachel Barrow at (404) 284—
3479, e—mail: rbarrow @emory.edu.

10 to Air

‘Assault on

Gay America‘

On Feb.19, 1999, in Sylacauga,
Ala., 39—year—old computer pro—
grammer Billy Jack Gaither was
murdered — the victim of a vio—
lent hate crime. One of the con—
victed killers testified he killed
Gaither because he was "queer."
Why have gays like Gaither and

Matthew Shepard become the tar—
gets of such brutality?
Nearly one year after the
Gaither murder, Frontline corre—
spondent Forrest Sawyer explores
the roots of homophobia in
America — as a catalyst for hate
crimes and as a phenomenon that

permeates our society — and asks
how these attitudes, beliefs and
fears contribute to the recent rise
in violence against gays.
Channel 10 will air "Assault on
Gay America" as part of its weekly
PBS Frontline series on Tues, Feb.
15, at 10 p.m. and overnight at 2 a.m.
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276— MORE
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MGLCC
Schedules Trick
for Movie Night
Join the MGLCC for its brand
new, monthly Movie Night at First
Congregational Church at 246
South Watkins..
On Thurs., Feb. 17, at 7 p.m. the
scheduled movie is Trick.
This event is scheduled for the
the third Thursday of every month.

Recycle Us!
Share Us With a Friend
Then, Recycle Us!
The Triangle Journal News is
printed on recycled paper.
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welcomes letters from its readers.
Letters should be be as short as

>

reasonable and typed if possible.

[though names may be withheld on request,
all letters should be signed and include a phone
~ number for verification. Anonymousletters will
—‘
not be printed. All letters are subject to editing for
**
spelling, punctuation and grammar. However
_.-/
%
every effort will be made to maintain the original
intent of the writer.
Letters should be mailed to:
Triangle Journal News, P.O. Box 11485,
%
Memphis, TN 38111—0485 or
{3

\faxed to (901) 454—1411. Our e—mail address is
MemphisTJN@aol.com.
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Looking

Forward:

Commentary by Jim D. Maynard
As we look to the New Year
many of us look back at some mis—
takes ofthe past year and try not to
repeat them in the coming year.
The gay and lesbian community
should do the same as we cross
over into a new millennium.
One mistake we have made is
to put too much faith in politicians
and the courts to win our civil rights
for us.
When then—candidate Bill
Clinton promised tolift the ban on
gays in the U.S. military, we be—
lieved that by electing him we
would win the right to serve in the
military.
When the Hawaii Supreme
Court ruled in 1993 that denying
same—sex couples marriage licenses
violated the state constitution‘s ban
on sex/gender discrimination, and
after the state failed to demonstrate
"compelling state interest" in de—
nying the rights of same—sex
couples, we believed that ourright
to marry, at least in Hawaii, was
inevitable.
We as a community were unpre—
pared for the political warfare that
ensued on both ofthese issues, and
we lost both battles.
When President Clinton as—
sumed office in 1992, the issue of
gays in the military was pushed into

Gay Rights in 2000

the political spotlight by Congres—
sional conservatives and right—wing
organizations determined to pull
Clinton down as quickly as pos—
sible. Our enemies were prepared
and politically organized and
quickly mobilized grassroots oppo—
sition to lifting the ban.
We celebrated the election of
Bill Clinton at the 1993 March on
Washington, but few of the million
or so people at the march took any
political action to counter the right—
wing‘s direct action campaign.
Faced with a hostile Pentagon
and Congress, and little political
support from the gay and lesbian
community, Clinton compromised
with our opponents and signed the
"don‘t ask, don‘t tell" policy
largely written by opponents of
gays in the military.
This policy failed to address the
problems of gays in the military.
Harassment of gay men and lesbi—
ans continued unabated and dis—
charges actually increased over the
past seven years.
After the brutal murder of Pvt.
Barry Winchell at Fort Campbell
last July, liberal gay—rights support—
ers lined up behind the president
to pronounce their compromise a
failure.
Now we have a new battle brew—
ing over gays in the military, with
both Democratic candidates, Gore

and Bradley, once again promising

Marriage
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Gay—Rights
By Heather Stephenson
The Sunday Rutland Herald and
Times Argus
MONTPELIER, Vt. (AP) —
Marriage or domestic partnership?
Vermont‘s Supreme Court
doesn‘t seem to think it matters
what the relationship is called as
long as same—sex couples get the
same benefits and protections un—
der the law as traditional married
couples.
But lawyers representing lesbi—
ans and gay men argue that the term
"marriage" itself is critical, because
of its impact on treatment by other
states and businesses. The distinc—
tion isn‘t just a matter of seman—
tics, they say.
Even if domestic partnershlpis

adopted now, legal scholars sug—
gest that Vermont is likely to ac—
cept same—sex marriage eventually.
In a major decision in Decem—
ber, the high court ruled that same—
sex couples are entitled to the same
civil benefits as married couples.
While leaving a remedy up to the
Legislature, the court suggested
that a domestic partnership law
could serve the purpose.
Legislators have said they are
:
create a domestic partner—
ship policy rather
marriage statutes to include same—
sex couples.
But that doesn‘t satisfy Susan
Murray, a lawyer for the plaintiffs
in the Supreme Court case.
"In addition to the bundle of
(state—sanctioned) rights, by con—
ferring the status of marriage on a
couple, the state is providing a gate—
way to other benefits and protec—
tions provided by other parties,"
she said in an interview. Domestic
partnership would not offer the
same "gateway" status, ‘she as—
serted.
"To the extent the state confers
a gateway status to couples who

Gay Father
~ Continued from page 14
rules."
Sean Lemieux, director of the
ICLU‘s project for equal rights,
said Stansberry‘s discrimination
against Peterson created a situation
where the boys suffered by losing
their sister, and the girl suffered
even more. He said Peterson‘s
three sons — ages 4 to 6 — can‘t
even get the right to visit their sis—
ter:
"The next best thing was to try
to compensate them for the pain
they all suffered and, as impor—
tantly, to send a message to let
people know what can happen
when government officials dis—
criminate," Lemieux said.
Paula Ettelbrick, family policy
director for the National Gay and
Lesbian Task Force, said this isn‘t
the first case to challenge the de—
nial of an adoption because a per—
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attempt
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she
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partner,
Robinson,
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focusprevious
on the
"gateway"
issues
arguments.

marry, they have to confer the same
gateway status to same—sex
couples," she said.
Marriage would assure same—
sex couples access to benefits from
third parties such as businesses,
Murray said. It would also offer
their relationships legal standing in
states that haven‘t ruled out recog—
nizing same—sex marriage, and give
them the opportunity to challenge
the laws in states that would not
recognize their Vermont union.
Third, inclusion under the marriage
laws would give same—sex couples
the potential, again though a court
challenge, to gain the 1,049 federal
rights and obligations associated
with marriage.
"It can‘t be that you are obli—
gated contractually to one another
in the state of Vermont but if you
travel elsewhere you are unobli—
gated to one another," Murray said.
"That violates basic concepts of
contract law."
Murray, like gay—rights advo—
cates around the country, thinks the
issue of states‘ refusal to recognize
same—sex marriages sanctioned
elsewhere is tipe for a challenge.
The federal Defense of Mar—
riage Act, passed in 1996, denies
federal recognition to same—sex

same—sex couples ends with state—
sanctioned protections.
"It is important to state clearly
the parameters of today‘s ruling,"
Chief Justice Jeffrey Amestoy
writes in the majority opinion. He
says that the plaintiffs‘ claims cen—
tered on their exclusion from the
statutory benefits of marriage un—
der Vermont law, and that issue is
what the decision addresses.
"While some future case may

sanctioned by one 0
also says that states are not obhged
to recognize same—sex marriages
performed in other states. Since no
state has granted same—sex mar—
riage, the federal law and states‘
ban on recognition have not faced
court challenges.
The court decision is based on
the Common Benefits Clause of the
Vermont Constitution, which says .
in part that government should en—
sure the common benefit of the
entire community, rather than se—
cure advantages for any particular
set of people. The court didn‘t rule
on whether the state‘s obligation to

Minna] Fabulous February concert

son is gay, but it could make a state—
ment about the impact of discrimi—
nation.
"It certainly sounds like a very
unique lawsuit that, if nothing else,
will have the potential to draw at—
tention to the real harm that‘s in—
herent when decisions are made
about children‘s lives based on ste—
reotypes," Ettelbrick said.
Peterson said any money won
from the lawsuit would be used to
set up a trust fund for his sons. All
four of the children suffer from fe—
tal alcohol syndrome and require
special care.
The father also said he holds out
hope that the little girl will some—
day be able to join the rest of her
biological family.
"The room she was going to
have is the same way it‘s been for
the past year and a half," Peterson
said. "I now have a very intense
bond with these three boys, and
even though I‘ve never even met
this girl, she‘s part of our family."
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Sunday, February 20, 2000
6:30 in the evening
New Daisy Theatre
Featuring
Teresa Pate, Gary Johns, Sandra Bray, Hudson & Saleeby,
Debbie Kines, Susan Marshall, Jackie Johnson and
the 17—piece Memphis Jazz Orchestra
Donations are $100 — $250 including a reception at Alfred‘s on Beale

Concertsponsoredby Mr. CraigSimrell, Garden District
and The Memphis Flyer
Reception sponsored byImpact Marketing andMs. Kathy Fish
For reservations, please call (901) 272—0855
>
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night school computer class that
changes her life in ways she could
never have predicted. The film is
expected to start production this
spring in New York.

Deep Inside

NOLLTWOOD
by Romeo San Vicente

Jodie Foster‘s
Nazi Project
The lackluster reception of
Jodie Foster‘s Anna And the King
hasn‘t deterred the Yale—educated
thespian from shepherding projects
with difficult subject matter. She‘s
now set to produce and star in a
film about the life of Hitler‘s fa—
vorite filmmaker, Nazi propagan—
dist Leni Riefenstahl, who made
that paean to buff men, Triumph
of the Will, about the 1936 Berlin
Olympics. No word if Riefenstahl,
whois still alive and kicking at 97,
will consult. While the project
seems challenging, no doubt hav—
ing.

gay

screenwriter

Ron

Leni Riefenstahl I

Nyswaner (who was nominated for
an Oscar for his work on Philadel—
phia) attached to write the screen—
play should increase its chances for
success.
Condon Is High on the
Kinsey Scale
Bill Condon, the gay writer—di—
rector who garnered an Academy
—

Award for his work on Gods and

Monsters is developmg a pro ect
Alfred Kinsey Currently untitled
the movie will be based on the up—
coming biography Sex and the
Measure of All Things: A Life of
Alfred C. Kinsey and Diane Ward‘s
documentary Sex and the Scientist.
Kinsey made the, um, seminal re—
port about human sexuality in the
‘40s and ‘50s and invented the
"Kinsey scale," to indicate the de—
gree a person is homosexual; he
also did the research that came up
with the 10 percent estimation of
the number of gays in the popula—
tion. Condon‘s commitment to the
project, however, doesn‘t guaran—
tee the Kinsey film will get made.
There have been a few other
projects about the scientist around
town in the past that never made it
to the big screen, including a co—
medic biopic penned by screen—
writers Larry Karaszewski and
Scott Alexander (Man on the
Moon). Condon is still working on
the script for the Kinsey bio, and
no production date has yet been set.
Queer Shorts
We hope gays who booked pas—
sage to the Sundance Film Festi—
val in Park City, Utah, made sure
to take in the short film programs.
Among the 63 shorts showing at
the festival were lesbian actress
Anne Heche‘s directorial effort
Reaching Normal and Q. Allan
Brockas‘s Rick and Steve, the Hap—
piest Gay Couple in the World.
"Sundance ran January 20—30.

RuPaul Hits the Slopes
Drag queens doing the
Sundance thing this month should
keep their eyes peeled for RuPaul.
The fierce and fabulous diva and
MAC makeup spokesmodel will be
in Utah for the premiere of the
documentary, The Eyes of Tammy
Faye, about another makeup en—

Kilééﬁér
Narrated by RuPaul the
film is a look at the rise and fall of
the excessively mascaraed evange—
list; it‘s screening in the festival‘s
documentary competition.

RuPaul

From Homo to Hoboken
Indie film queen Lili Taylor,
who played Catherine Zeta—Jones‘s
lesbian lover in The Haunting, as
well as a woman—loving would—be
assassin in I Shot Andy Warhol,
isn‘t one to be typecast. She plays
straight in her next role, as a New
Jersey hausfrau in Julie Johnson, a
new film from Niagara, Niagara
director Bob Gosse. Based on a
play by Wendy Hammond,
Johnson centers on the story of a
cop‘s wife (Taylor) raising two
children in Hoboken who takes a
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A Duet to Dye For?
Anyone who‘s baffled by Ricky
« Martin‘s recent blond dye job will
find the latest theory behind the
lightened locks interesting. The
Menudo member—emeritus is ru—
mored to be hard at work on a top—
secret project: a duet with George
Michael. No stranger to la vida
loca himself, the queer British
crooner, who mocked his own ar—
rest for restroom cruising in the
video for his tune "Outside," has
enlisted Ricky‘s help in his latest
effort. The video for the duet will
have Martin spoofing Michael
(thus the "Wham !"—like ‘do) and a
darkened Michael returning the fa—
vor. Michael is said to be penning
the video‘s hip—hop tune in hopes
of getting Ricky into the studio
with him as soon as possible, with
a London—based shoot soon to fol—
low.
Too Busy for the
Super Bowl
Madonna, scheduled to give a
much—hyped debut performance of
her new single — a remake of Don
McLean‘s classic "American Pie"
— during the Super Bowl pregame
show on Jan. 30, has backed out at
T
(*
the lact minute

busy in the studio working on her
next album. While the Material
Girl has bailed, pregame perfor—
mances are still scheduled from
Tina Turner and Travis Tritt. And
gayboys will have something to
enjoy at halftime, too, when they
can check out the charms of Latino
pop star Enrique Iglesias, who is
sure to be the hottest thing
Atlanta‘s seen since Sherman
torched the place. Also on the half—
time roster are teen queen Chris—
tine Aguilera and golden oldie Phil
Collins.

include Halle Berry strolling along
Paris‘s main drag, the Champs
Elysees, and Randy Newman
showing what he loves about
L.A.‘s Sunset Boulevard. Great
Streets is expected to air on PBS
this fall.

Kickers in Knickers
Victoria Adams, a.k.a. Posh
Spice, recently confessed on
England‘s Big Breakfast TV show
that her hunk of a hubby, blond
British ~soccer stud. David
Beckham, likes to wear her undies,
especially the thongs! Can‘t wait
for those sleazy British tabloids get
a picture of Victoria‘s newly re—
vealed secret!
Nathan Lane:
Nathan Lane
Streetwalker
Gay actor Nathan Lane is one
Romeo San Vicente would love
of five celebrity hosts in the up—
coming PBS documentary series to explore the Grand Canal with
Great Streets, which will feature Ricky Martin. You can reach
stars giving tours of some of the Romeo in care of this publication
via
e—mail
at
world‘s best—known thoroughfares. or
Lane will point out the beauties of RomeoDeep@aol.com. For more
visit
Venice‘s Grand Canal (no, I don‘t Deep Inside Hollywood
gey. cuit,
a~=>~
think that‘s some sor olier‘ nicl— WWW
«xauue
vi 18 107). Other segments or www.queery.com.

Groups Cancel

Events at

Adam‘s Mark Amid

Bias Suit

DENVER (AP) — Fout said David Smith of the Human
groups have canceled events Rights Campaign. "Discrimina—
planned for the Adam‘s Mark tion should always be confronted
Hotel in downtown Denver since and condemned."
the chain was sued for racial bias
Andre van Hall, general man—
over an alleged pattern of dis— ager of Denver‘s Adam‘s Mark,
crimination against blacks at an denied the chain ever discrimi—
Adams‘s Mark in Florida last nated against minorities.
year.
"For us, it‘s business as usual.
The Human Rights Campaign We haven‘t been found guilty of
Fund, which bills itself as the anything," van Hall said. "We
largest national gay and lesbian have been tried and found guilty
political organization, and the before a trial."
Rocky Mountain Synod of the
The groups backing out of the
Evangelical Lutheran—Church in hotel must still!honor signed con—
America both announced plans to tracts. The Episcopalians will be
cancel events at the Adam‘s paying $1.2 million and the Hu—
Mark in Denver.
man Rights Campaign $42,000.
The U.S. Office of Personnel
Human Rights Campaign of—
Management and the Episcopal ficials said the group has moved
Church have also recently pulled its Feb. 26 fund—raising dinner to
events from the hotel, citing a the Colorado Convention Center.
Justice Department lawsuit Some 1,200 people were ex—
against the St. Louis—based chain. pected to attend the annual event.
Among other things, the suit al—
Another group, the Colorado
leges the Adam‘s Mark charged Association of Non Profit Orga—
guests at the 1999 Black College nizations, will decide next week
Reunion in Daytona Beach, Fla., whether to move its March lun—
more than those at other special cheon for 1,000 people. The
events and required they pay the group would have to pay a can—
full amount in cash when reserv— cellation fee amounting to about
ing a room.
80 percent of the cost of the lun—
"We can‘t sit passively by cheon, said Pat Read, the group‘ s
when discrimination occurs," executive director. —

"This would be a serious fi—
nancial hit for us," she said.
The Lutheran event was to
bring 50 high school students and
their advisers to the Adam‘s
Mark in February. But the group
decided to relocate its summit on
youth justice to another down—
town hotel, said James Lynch,
director of the Lutheran Office of
Governmental Ministry.
The group believes a hotel
chain accused of racism is not "a _
conducive environment" for an _
event designed to train kids about
justice, he said.
In December, the U.S. Office
of Personnel Management can—
celed its three—day convention at
the Adam‘s Mark, set for March.
About 1,000 were expected to at—

tend.
The Adam‘s Mark chain owns
21 large hotels in 13 states in—
cluding one in Memphis.
The Justice Department‘s law—
suit, filed in U.S. District Court
in Orlando, Fla., accuses the
chain of violating the 1964 Civil
Rights Act‘s ban on discrimina—
tion in public accommodations.
It follows a private lawsuit filed
earlier last year by five members
of the Black College Reunion. ,
¢
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Events

7:05pm
*BGALA, Vote for new officers
and Dimer, 678—5719,
7:50pm

Wednesday
February 2
* Holy Trinity Community Church
Bible Study, 7pm
* Living Word Christian Church
Service, 7pm
Group,
Jonesboro, 7pm

Thursday
February 3
ePFLAG, St. Johns Episcapol
Church, 761—1444, 7pm
*Cotton Pickin Squares,
Prescott Memorial Baptist
Church, Call 272—2116 or
325—6518 for times

Friday
February 4
~* "Fifty—One Percent" spon—
sored by NOW, WEVLFM 90,
1pm:
* Catholic Mase with Special
Invitation to Gays & Lesati—
ans, St. Patrick‘s Catholic
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*A Tribute to the Rat Pack
(through March 3, Saturdays
only), Gold Strike Casino,
525—1515 or (888) 24K —
PLAY, Ipm
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February 5
*University of Memphis Tiger
Basketball vo. Louisville,
Pyramid, 6pm
*Memphia RiverKings ve. Macon,
Mid—South Coliseum, 7:15pm
* Kenny Rogers, Grand Casino,
(800) 39—GRAND, Ipm
Sunday
February 6
* Holy Trinity Community Church
Adult Sunday School 9:30am
& Worship lam
* Living Word Christian Church
Services 10am & 6pm
® Safe Harbor MCC Worship
Service 11am
*Bros. & Sisters Bowling,
CordovalLanes, 7945 Club
Center Cove, 5:45pm
*MGLCC Town Hall Meeting,
Pilgrim Hall at First Congrega—
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BLUE

LIGHT

STUDIO

MEMPHIS

FREE
8X10
COLOR PORTRAIT
WITH PURCHASE OF PACKAGE
NO APPOINTMENT NECESSARY
Mon—Fri 9:00—5:00 Sat. 10—6
510 S. MAIN ST. — MEMPHIS
tional Church, 6pm
Monday
February 7
*Feast for Friends Dinner, St.

901—523—8678

* "Fifty—One Percent,"
sored by NOW, WEVL FM 90,
1pm
* Tracy Lawrence, Sam‘s Towm
Casino, 525—1515, Ipm

John‘s Methodist, 6:30pm
Tuesday
February 8
* Lesbians with Breast Cancer
Group, YWCA, 766
Highland, 754—43556, 7pm
*Leabian and Gay Coalition
for Justice meeting,
Peabody Library, Meeting
Room B, 7 pm
*BGALA, Topic Discussion:
"Gay Romance," 678—5719,
7:30pm
* Neil Goldberg‘s Cirque (through
February 13), Horseshoe
Casino, 525—1515 or (200)
203—SH0OE
Wednesday
February 9
Dump Your "Significant Jerk"
Day
* Holy Trinity Community Church

Bible Study, 7pm
* Living Word Chnotlm Church
Service, 7pm
Thursday
February 10
*Cotton Pickin Squares,
Prescott Memoruial B.
Church, Call for times (272—
2116 or 325—6518)
*NOW Meeting, YWCA, 7665.
Highland, 7pm
Board Meeting, Call
for location (678—5719),
Bpm

Saturday
February 12
Lincoln‘s Birthday
National Freedom
To Marry Day
Lost Penny Day
*University of Memphio Tiger
Basketball vo. Southern
Mississippi, Pyramid, 12pm
*LGCJ Celebrate and Recogrize _
Gay and Leobian Couples,
First Congregational Church‘s
Pilgrim Hall, Iom
*Lambda Group, Jackson, TN,
Regional Hospital, Classroom
A, 2pm
*Kroger / St. Jude 2000
(through February 20), The
Racquet Club of Memphis,
685—ACES
* Integrity Valentines Party,
Holly Springs, Call 525—
6602 for directions

*BWMT Red and White Ball,
Clarke Address Towmhouses
Clubhouse (Mt. Moriah &
Clarke), 8pm
* Memphis Bears Club Night,
Pipeline, 1Opm

The
Alabama—Birmingham, U of M
Campus, Spm
*BWMT Potluck Business
Meeting, Joe C., 276—4762,
Spm
*Bros. & Sisters Bowling,
CordovalLanes, 7945 Club

MEMPHIS

Madneon
725—1909

1268

Memphis‘
Oldest Gay Bar
Open 24 hours

PH: (901) 726—5263

1382 Poplar
Memphis, TN 38104
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United WayBuilding on Union,
3pm
® Integrity, Calvary Episcopal
Church, 102 North 2nd
Street, Worship @ 6:30pm,
Dinner @ 7pm, and Program
@7:A5pm
Lesbians with Breast Cancer

, YWCA, 766
Highland, 754—4356, 7pm
*Toarus Man of the Year
Banquet, Madison Flame,
s 7:30pm a
>
(C C

10). Frontine‘s

“Asgaulthaon'BIGay
1Opm & 2am

Tuesday
February 15
Deadline for March ‘00 TIN
* AIDS Consortium Meeting,

Journ

Café Cali
430 North Cleveland — 276—4604
(Nearthe oldSearsBldg. Midtown Memphis)
Now Open 11 a.m.—3 a.m. Daily
Finest Female Impersonators « Pool & Video Games
Dancing, Music & Karaoke Nightly
Domestic Beer $1 All Day Mon.—Thurs.
No Cover Charge — Ever

Bgﬁg‘agoggg‘gm’ 678

Sunday
February 13
*Holy Trinity Community Church
Center Cove, 5:45pm
Adult Sunday School 9:30am *@WAC Meeting, Call for Informa—
& Worehip 11am
tion (272—35638), 7pm
* Living Word Christian Church
*King and Queen of Hearts
Services 10am & 6pm
Benefit and Auction,
® Safe Harbor MCC Worehip
Madison Flame, 7pm
Service
llam
Friday
*Lady Tigers Basketball va.
Monday
February 11
February 14
Valentine‘s Day
* Your event could be here, e—mail
cantseee3d@yahoo.com!
* AUDITION, "Gross Indecency:
The Three Trials of Oscar
Wilde," Playhouse on the
quare, 725—07706. 7pm
E PIPELINE
‘HRS: MON — SUN 2:00 P.M. — 3:00 A.M.
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RiverKings va. Macon, Game
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lot at Early Maxwell and
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® Sinbad, Grand Casino, (200)
39—GRAND, Ipm
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* Tearus Club Night, Pipeline,
* Holy Trinity Community Church
1Opm
Bible Study, 7pm
* Living Word Christian Church
Service, 7pm
* Holy Tﬁn'rt; 53:1?ny Church
o HJlV/AIDS 6uppo7rt Group,
onesaboro, 7pm
Thursday
February 17
«CottonPickin Squares,
Prescott Memorial Baptist
Church, Call for times (272—
2116 or 325—6518)
*MGLCC Movie Night, Pilgrim
Hall at First Congo., 7pm
* Lady Tigers Basketball vs.
Southern Mississippi, U of M
Campus, 7pm
* Jo Dee Messina, Horseshoe
Casino, 525—1515 or (200)
303—S5HOE, Bpm

Adult Sunday School 9:30am
& Worship lam
* Living Word Christian Church
4
Services 10am & 6pm f
* Safe Harbor MCC Worship
Service llam
* Memphia RiverKingo vo. Tulsa,
Mid—South Coliseum, 4:05pm
* Bros. & Sisters Bowling,
CordovaLanes, 7945 Club
Center Cove, 5:A¥5pm
*University of Memphis Tiger
Basketball vo. UNC Charlotte,
Pyramid, 6:50pm
* "The Rainbow Comes to
MemphOz" benefit con—

Larry Timmerman
Antique

Bill Johns
CHarehouse

Mall

2563 Summer Avenue
Memphis, TN 38112
(901)323—0600
AUNTIQMEM@AOL.COM
Members ofAmerican Cut Glass Association
We Buy and Sell Estates
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6:30. See page 12 for
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_Mid—South

Community

Memphis Pride, Inc.: Gay, Lesbian, Bi—
COMMUNITY GROUPS
sexual, & Transgendered Pride Events ®
Adult Children of Alcoholics (ACOA):
Box 111265, Memphis 38111 = 32—
Memphis Lambda Center # 276—7379.
PRIDE, e—mail: MphsPride@aol.com.
Al—Anon (Co—dependency): Memphis —
printed as a public service, and its listings
Memphis TransGender Alliance:=TV/TS
Lambda Center = 276—7379.
are free. Agencies and businesses listed
support group ® c/o Barbara Jean Jasen,
Alliance: Leather/levi club « Box 42174,
herein have requested to be listed, but have
Box 11052, Memphis, TN 38111—0052.
Memphis 38174.
not been charged. All phone numbers are
Mystic Krewe of Memphis United:
Aloysius Home, Inc.: 578 Harrell St., Mem—
area code 901 unless otherwise noted.
41 S. Century, Memphis, 38111.
phis 38112 # 320—0000 or 274—8321.
(* Indicates TIN distribution points.)
National
Organization for Nomen (NOW):
American Gay Atheists (AGA) Memphis:
Box 40982, Memphis 38174 # 578—3286
ADULT BOOKSTORES
Box 41371, Memphis 38174—1371.
or e—mail at memphisnow @hotmail.com.
Airport Bookmart*®: 2214 Brooks Rd E. #
Aphrodite: 3430 Summer Ave, Memphis
New Beginnings (Adult Children of Alco—
345—0657.
38122.
holics): Memphis Lambda Center # 276—
Cherokee Adult Book Store*: 2947 Lamar
BGALA (Students for Bisexual, Gay &
7379 or 454—1414.
# 744—7494,
Lesbian Awareness): # 729—3915.
Parents, Families & Friends of Lesbians
Fantasy Warehouse I*; 791—793 North
Black & White Men Together (BWMT):
& Gays (P—FLAG): Box 172031, Mem—
White Station # 683—9649.
Box 42157, Memphis 38174—2157 # 276—
phis 38187—2031 # 761—1444.
Getwell Book Mart*: 1275 Getwell # 454—
0168 or 276—4762.
Parents & Friends of Lesbians & Gays
7765.
Bluff City Sports Association: Box 41803,
(P—FLAG): Jackson, TN 38305 # 1—901—
Paris Adult Entertainment Center*: 2432
Memphis 38174—1803 # 682—9928.
664—6614 for information, e—mail:
Summer # 323—2665.
Brothers & Sisters Bowling League: #
burtren@aeneas.com
Tammy‘s # 2: 2220 East Brooks Rd # 396—
465—4371 — Richard Andrews.
Phoenix AA Memphis Lambda Center #
9050.
Cotton Pickin‘ Squares: Gay/Lesbian
454—1414.
Tammy‘s # 3: 1617 Getwell Rd # 744—
Square Dance Club « Meets Thurs.,
Safe Harbor MCC: 2117 Union Ave., Chapel
4513.
Prescott Memorial Baptist Church » 2298
# 458—0501.
*
Tammy‘s # 4: 5937 Summer Ave. # 373—
Elzey, Memphis 38104 = 272—2116 or
Seriously Sober (AA): Memphis Lambda
5760.
325—6518.
Center # 276—7379 or 454—1414.
Crossroads: African American Gay men‘s
BARS / RESTAURANTS
Southern Country Memphis: Country
motivation/support/social group. Meets 1st
Amnesia*: (Closed for remodeling) 2866
Western Dance Club.
& 2nd Fridays. Conrad R. Pegues, 1902
Poplar # 454—1366.
Southern Sisters: Support group for
Freemont Ave., Memphis 38114,
Backstreet*: 2018 Court Street # 276—
transexual women (male to female) #
crpegues @aol.com.
5522.
728—4297, 7:30—11 pm for referral.
4F: Leather/Levi group » 3663 Appling Lake
Bourbon Street Cafe: (In the French Quar—
Stonewall Mission Church: A Progres—
Dr.,
Bartlett
38133.
ter Suites, 2144 Madison # 728—4000.
sive Christian Church » Sun. Service 6:30
Friends For Life—HIV Resources: HIV/
Buns on the Run: 1528 Madison # 278—
p.m., meets at the Center, 103 Berry Rd.,
AIDS Service Organization » 1384 Madi—
2867 (278—BUNS).
Nashville, TN 37204 # (615) 269—3480.
son, Memphis 38104 # 272—0855 or #
Café Cali*: 430 North Cleveland # 276—
Sunshine Travelers: Meets every other
278—AIDS.
4604.
Tuesday at 7 pm at The Jungle, # 788—
Holy
Trinity
Community
Church*:
Wor—
Chaos*: 60 South Front # 578—VIBE (8423).
4PLA (4752)
ship Service: Sun. 11 am & 7 pm; Bible
Crossover*: 851 Island Road, Columbus,
study: Wed. 7 pm; 3430 Summer # 320— Tennessee Leather Tribe: Gay men‘s/
MS # 601—327—0942.
women‘s leather org. 1568 Rolling Hills
9376.
Crossroads*: 1278 Jefferson # 276—8078.
Dr., Memphis, TN 38127—5409 # 357—
Integrity
Memphis:
Meets
the
3rd
Tues.,
501 Club*: 111 N. Claybrook # 274—8655.
1921.
Healing Service/Eucharist, 6pm; Dinner,
In the Grove*: 2865 Walnut Grove Road #
6:45pm, $4; Meeting 7:30pm » c/o Calvary The Mid—Towners Bowling League: #
458—9955.
323—3111 — Linda Etherton, 342—4630 —
Episcopal Church, 102 N. 2nd # 525—
J—Wags*: 1268 Madison # 725—1909.
James Bailey.
6602.
Jake‘s Place: 356 N. Main # 527—2799.
Tsarus: Leather—Levi club + Box 41082,
K.A. Karma: 394 North Watkins = 276— Into The Light (Women‘s AA): Memphis
Memphis 38174—1082.
Lambda Center # 276—7379.
5566.
Jackson Lambda Support Group: Mem— U of M Students for Bisexual, Gay &
Lorenz*: 1528Madison # 274—8272.
Lesbian Awareness (BGALA): BGALA
phis Lambda Center # 901—427—1500 for
Madison Flame*: 1588 Madison # 278—
clo Office of Greek Affairs Box 100, U of
information.
9839.
M 38152 =
278—5825 email:
Living Word Christian Church: Worship
Metro Memphis*: 1349 Autumn # 274—
bgala@cc.memphis. edu.
Service Sun. 10 am & 6pm, Wed. 7 pm ®
8010.
Univ. of Miss. Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual
340 N Garland # 276—0577.
N—cognito*: 338 South Front # 523—0599.
Assoc.: GLBA, PO Box 3541, Univ., MS
Loving Arms (Services for HIV+ Women
One More*: 2117 Peabody # 278—MORE
38677 =
662—234—1258 email:
& Their Children): Shelia Tankersley,
(6673).
glba@olemiss.edu, website: http://
P.O. Box 3368, Memphis, TN 38173 #
Overstuffed Deli & Caterers: 3003 Air—
www.olemiss.edu/orgs/glba.
725—6730.
ways Blvd. #701 # 396—1969, 3727 South
UT—Martin ALLIES: Campus and commu—
Memphis
Area
Gay
Youth
(MAGY):
PO
Mendenhall = 362—2989, 7716 Poplar
nity. Alternate Weds. 5 p.m. Info 131F
Box 241852, Memphis, TN 38124 # 335—
Ave., Germantown # 757—1212.
Humanities Bldg., Martin 38238,
MAGY for info; website:www.geocities.
P & H Cafe*: 1532 Madison Ave. # 274—
neilg@utm.edu # 587—7301.
com.westhollywood/1772,/.
9794.
WAC (Woman‘s Action Coalition): PO
Memphis
Bears
Club:
PO
Box
111094,
Pipeline*: 1382 Poplar = 726—5263.
Box 1203, 3566 Walker, Memphis 38111
Memphis 38111—1094 = 276—4823, e—
Rumors*: 637 Hwy 145 South, Shannon,
= 678—3339.
mail:
http//members.xoom.com/
MS # 601—767—9500.
memphisbears.
COMPUTER BULLETIN BOARDS
The Jungle*: 1474 Madison # 278—4313.
Memphis Centerfor Reproductive Health:
Bear Trappers BBS: Serving Nashville &
The Other Side*; 3883 Highway 45 North,
1462 Poplar Ave # 274—3550.
surrounding area # (615)360—2837.
Jackson, TN = 1—901—668—3749. —
Memphis Gay & Lesbian Community Cen—
COUNSELING SERVICES
CARDS & GIFTS
ter (MGLCC): Box 41074, Memphis 38174
Joel Chapman, PhD: 1835 Union Ave.,
Inz & Outz*: 553 South Cooper = 728—
# 324—4297.
Ste. 315 # 726—1284.
6535.
Memphis Lambda Center*: Meeting place
Kent D. Fisher, LPC, BCSAC: Group &
GGS Gourmet: # 278—6218 or on the web
for 12—step recovery programs * 1488
Individual Therapy # 458—7164.
at GGSGourmet.COM
Madison # 276—7379, 726—6293, 527—
Fully Alive! A center for personal enrich—
CARPET CARE / CLEANING SERVICES
1461, or 327—3676.
ment. Susan Taranto, MPS & Carol
BJ‘s Cleaning Service: # 726—4211.
Memphis Lesbian & Gay Coalition for
Schlicksup, MA. Individual, couples &
King‘s Kleaning Service: Home or Office
Justice: Box 241363, Memphis 38124 e—
group therapy. # 323—2078 » Sliding fee
# 745—3300.
mail: Igcj @ gaymemphis.com, web page:
scale.
Lee‘s Carpet Care: Commercial or Resi—
http://www.gaymemphis.com/lgcj.
Gary Gardia, M.Ed., LCSW: Midtown loca—
dential, 24—hr. service, free estimates #
tion; grief, loss; Lesbian,Gay &
327—6165.
transgender; individuals, couples # 527—
1098.
Anne S. Gillis, MS: Individual, couple &
CAnited in God‘s Love
family counseling, rebirthing # 761—3435.
Patricia Goshorn, M.Ed.: Licensed Psy—
chological Counselor» Simmons, Kelman
Holy Trinity
& Assoc., 3960 Knight Arnold Rd, Ste 316
# 369—6050.
Cliff Heegel, PhD: Licensed Psychologist ®
, Centerpoint, 5180 Park Ave. Ste 150 #
3430 Summer Ave.
767—1066.
Sheridan Lambe, LCSW: Individual &
go1/ 320—9376
Couple Counseling, # 761—9178.
Join TAs Sunday, 11:00 a.m.
Joseph Robert Pfeiffer, LCSW: # 578—
9107.
and TOednesday, 7:00 p.m.
M. Todd Puckett, MS: Individual & group
therapy. « 5180 Park Ave, Ste. 125 #
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Resources

email: FamilyMag@aol.com, http://
members.aol.com/familymag/
homepage.html.
Recovery Times: Free monthly newspa—
per focusing on addictions & recovery.
Distributed in Memphis, Jackson, & Nash—
ville TN # (901) 377—7963.
DENTAL SERVICES
Triangle Journal News: Free monthly
William N. Castle, D.D.S.: Dentist » 79
newspaper published by Printers Ink *
North Cooper # 685—5008.
Box 11485, Memphis, 38111—0485
FINANCIAL SERVICES
# 454—1411, Fax: 454—1411 *51, email:
Ronnie Bingham, CPA: Taxes, account—
memphisTJN@aol.com,
website:
ing, estate planning = 753—1413.
memphisTJN.com.
Donald Morgan Bookkeeping and Tax
MISCELLANEOUS SERVICES
Service: 3340 Poplar Ave.,Ste 305 #
Antique Warehouse: 2563 Summer # 323—
458—0152.
4
0600.
Karen B. Shea: Financial Consultant, Smith
Bereavement Express: A unique way to
Barney Inc., 1661 International Dr., Ste.
express your sympathy to family, friends,
200 # 818—4134, 800—227—4146, fax: 818—
co—workes, clients. = 578—9107;
4233.
www.LandscapesPublishing.com
FLORISTS
Biorhythm Charting. Nuemerology, Tarot
Botanica: 937 S. Cooper, # 274—5767, 1—
Reading, Chinese Astrological Lunar
800—769—5767, fax: 274—5688.
Placement Interpretation and Yin Yang
Park East Florist: 6005 Park # 761—2980.
Sticks. Personal consultations by appoint—
ment only: # 377—7701.
GRAPHICS/PHOTOGRAPHY
Bliss Salon: 2111 Madison # 726—6100.
Graffiti Graphics: 1985 Madison #7 # 278—
Dabbles Hair Co.: 19 N. Cooper # 725—
5002.
0521.
.
It‘s Done!: Typing, word processing/print—
David Gairhan: A/C, refrigeration & appli—
ing service—resumés, thesis, manuscripts,
ance repair # 274—7011.
etc. # 795—4308.
f
Have Bar Will Travel: Bartending for pri—
J.W.
Pen & Ink drawing of
vate functions » Lisa Gray (The Peabody
homes # 386—8193.
Hotel) = 726—5910.
Printers Ink: Box 11485,—0485 # 454—1411.
Bob Hughes, EdD: Yoga, relaxation &
RK Photo: Black & white photography,
meditation classes # 682—0855.
processing & printing services. Full color
Lavender Earth*: 852 S. Cooper, # 272—
post card advertising. Call # 452—2766 or
2853.
e—mail: btag69a @ prodigy.com.
Love Song Greeting Cards: Specializing
See—S: Portraits & photography # 327—3760.
in greeting cards for lovers only « P.O.
HELP & INFORMATION LINES
Box 676, Horn Lake, MS 38637—2165.
Affirmation: # (708) 733—9590.
McPherson Appliance Clinic: Sales, ser—
AIDS Switchboard: # 278—AIDS.
vice & repair, Heating & A/C. « 1447
Gay & Lesbian Helpline: = 1—888—340—
National, = 327—6887, 327—7395.
GLBT (Mon.—Fri., 5—10pm, Sat.—Sun., 4—
Midtown Galleries & Auction, Inc.*: An—
9pm).
tiques, Art, Painted & Unusual Furnish—
Gay & Lesbian Hotline: # 1—800—285—7431 —
ings » 2228 Central # 725—0049.
(24 hr. help & information for Lesbians,
Midtown House Cleaning Service: 15yr.
Gays, transvestites & transexuals).
exp., ref., onsight est., « # 274—0281
Gay & Lesbian Youth Hotline: # 1—800—
evenings or weekends.
347—TEEN (Thu.—Sun., 7pm—11:45pm.).
Pet Care Unlimited: Pet sitting and/or
Gay & Lesbian Switchboard: # 324—GAYS
house sitting by competent, caring couple
* 24—hrs. Live Operators 7:30—11pm.
# 726—6198.
Human Rights Campaign: = 327—2677,
Enrica Ramey: Insurance Memphis # Busi—
jmaynard2 @ earthlink.net
ness: 377—1075.
LINC: # 725—8895.
Star Search Video*: 1411 Poplar Ave #
Narcotics Anonymous: # 276—LIVE.
272—STAR.
Peer Listening: Youth—staffed GLBT youth
The Limo Connection: # 521—0331.
hotline (Mon.—Fri., 3—9pm) # 1—800—399—
TNT Painting: Tom Rowe & Trent
PEER.
Gatewood # 481—7900.
Rape Crisis: = 528—2161.
Tom Webb Ins.: Insuring in the Gay and —
Suicide & Crisis Intervention: # 274—
Lesbian Community, 4646 Poplar # 682—
7477.
—
2170.
Transvestite—Transexual National
Tropical Impressions: Pet Shop & Groom—
Hotline: # (617) 899—2212 (8—2am, Mon.—
ing Salon » 3700 S. Mendenhall # 794—
Sat.).
3047 or 365—9716.
LEGAL SERVICES
Vantek: Internet Services » Box 111324,
David Hooper, Attorney At Law: 1870
Memphis 38111—1324 # 324—4999, e—
Union Ave # 274—6824.
mail: vtadmin@vantek.net.
Susan Mackenzie, Attorney At Law: 1545
REAL ESTATE SERVICES
Union Ave. = 278—1004.
Russell Armstrong, Developer, Looney De—
Robert Ross, Attorney At Law: 100 N.
velopments: 194 Looney Ave. # 525—3044.
Main, Ste 3310 # 525—0417.
Joanna Johnson, Realtor, Clay Johnson
Jocelyn D. Wurzburg, Attorney At Law:
Realty; 757—B West Poplar Ave. # 853—
5118 Park , Ste 232, # 684—1332.
0237.
>
Jason O. Young, Jr.: 147 Jefferson, Ste
Glenn Moore, Broker, Owner, Woodland
806, # 728—4000.
Realty: # 377—1057.
LODGING
Steve Solomon, Broker, Sowell & Com—
ABC (Affordable Basic Comfort) Retreat:
pany: 54 S. Cooper # 278—4380, Fax
Nightly/weekly rates on smoking and non—
TRAVEL
smoking rooms # 377—7701.
Diverse Excursions: # 726—4672 or
French Quarter Suites: 2144 Madison #
dx_jon@yahoo.com.
523—8912.
Great American Cruises, Inc.: Cruise
The King‘s Cottage: Newly renovated, 87—
Travel Agency, Sherman Perkins, 52 N.
89 Clark Place, Midtown Memphis # 722—
Second # 525—5302.
8686, www.thekingscottage.com.
TravelCustomized by Jean Morris: Mem—
MASSAGE SERVICES
ber International Gay & Lesbian Travel
ABC A Bodywise Company Retreat: Re—
Association # 465—2936.
laxing therapeutic, full—body massage/
TJN IS ALSO DISTRIBUTED AT THESE
sports massage. Biorhythm charting. By
LOCATIONS
appointment. # 377—7701.
Bookstar: 3402 Poplar Ave. # 323—9332.
Massage by Jim: # Pager 541—0579.
Circuit Playhouse: 1705 Poplar Ave. #
Massage by Michael: # 278—5475.
726—5521.
Tom Pitman: Rejuvenating full—body mas—
Davis—Kidd Booksellers Inc.: 397 Perkins
sage by appointment. =761—7977.
Rd. Ext. = 683—9801.
MEDIA
Memphis and Shelby County Public Li—
Family & Friends: Free monthly magazine
brary: 1850 Peabody # 725—8800.
* Box 771948, Memphis 38177—1948, #
Tobacco Corner Newsroom: 669
682—2669,
Fax:
685—2234,
Mendenhall Rd S. # 682—3326.
869—0300 ext. 1 » Sliding fee scale avail—
able.
Jim Shaw, MA, PhD, CMSW: # 327—4055.
J. Kent Usry, CMSW: Individual, couples,
bereavement & sexuality counseling. #
578—9107.

resentjust
13percentoftheU.S.
population,
they comprise 49
percentofAIDSdeaths—8,316
peoplelastyear,accordingtothe
CentersforDiseaseControland
Prevention.
Sincemostblackshavesome
connectiontoachurch,i
thattiveroleinHIVprevention,said
black churches taket‘ans vitalac—
Pernessain Seele,
founder
ofYorkThe
Balm
Gilead,
a
New
nonprofit
that teaches
ministers
how"IntodoAIDS
education.
ourthepulpit,
community,
the
church,
i
s
the
loudest
voice
that we have,"
Seeletosaid.or—
"Historically,
i
f
you
want
ganize
around anything,
toastatingourcommunitywemust
the church.
With AIDSyoudev—go
usethatvehiclewhichweknow."
It wasn‘talwaysthisway.Ho—
mosexuality,sexoutsideofmar—
riagesinsandchurchgoers
intravenous druglearnuseto
arehate.Inmanycases,theylearned
tohatethesinnersaswell.
"Itwasalwaysreinforcedthat
beinggaywasabadthing,i
asin.Ifit wastalkedabout,itt was

in
Black Churches Take More Active Role

By Jordan
Associated
PressLiteWriter
OAKLAND,
Calif.
(AP)
—
Back
when
many
people
thought
AIDS
was agay
white man‘s dis—
ease,
three
blackmencameto
Dr.
Robert
Scott
and
told
him
that
they
could
notabout
bear totheir
confide
in
their
pastors
infec—
tions."Each one told me, ‘Whatever
you
don‘t tell my pastor,"
Scott"Ido,said,
recalled.
‘Something
is wrong.
Do
I
have
to
be
both
doctor
and
minister
too?"
Sowho
Scottministered
rounded upattheir
pas—of
tors,
some
the
East
Bay‘s largest
black
Bap—
tist
churches.
"What
have
you
said
or
not
said
thatmakes
people
fearful
of talking to you?" he
askedIt‘s them.
a moreatblackchurches,
question being asked
more
and
as thenotlatestbenefiting
statistics asshowblacks
are
much asof
other
groups
from
a
slowing
theThanks
AIDS death
rate.drug treat—
to
new
ments, AIDS deaths nationwi
1995 and 1998,While
but onlyblacks55 per—
centforblacks.
rep—

>>

was

in a n
assiter, 34, a gay black man
who is HIV—positive.
He has been welcomed at

Glide Memorial Methodist
Church in San Francisco, where
gays, drug abusers and the home—
less are equally embraced, and
where advocates hand out
condoms and HIV testing is
available. But he says this is an
anomaly.
"In the black community, ev—
eryone has had a church experi—
ence; it never leaves you," he
said. "But then you start remem—
bering how you were not ac—
cepted."
Most churches do not offer the
extensive AIDS programs of
Glide or Allen Temple Baptist
Church in Oakland, where the
5,500—member congregation
holds monthly meetings to re—
cruit volunteers to act as buddies
to people with AIDS.
This month, Allen Temple
opened 25 low—cost housing units
in Oakland for disabled patients.
The church also runs an AIDS
case management center, and
reaches out to other black
churches that may not be talking
about AIDS at all.
s
"As a Christian
Ctéar to me ... the church is
a diverse reflection of our whole
society," said Scott, who heads
the AIDS ministry at Allen

Preventing

HIV

Temple and has 400 HIV—posi—
tive patients among his 2,000 cli—
ents in Oakland.
"Some people who got this
disease are drug users. Some
were prostitutes. Some got it be—
cause they are gay," he said. "As
a church we‘re having to con—
front a whole population of
people who are marginalized.
We certainly don‘t want to push
aside and marginalize people of
our own race."
Money is starting to embrace
the community, too.
Since the Congressional
Black Caucus successfully lob—
bied President Clinton to autho—
rize $156 million to fight AIDS
among blacks and Hispanics in
1998, the AIDS National Inter—
faith Network, a clearinghouse
for religious organizations con—
ducting HIV education and sup—
port, has seen many more inquir—
ies from church leaders.
The funds allowed the CDC
to expand its church—based ini—
tiative, inflating an annual bud—
get of $100,000 to $2 million.J
e
CDC also allotted
$39 mrlllon to prevent AIDS in

minority communities — up 50
percent over last year.
""Clearly as the epidemic con—

Spreacl

tinues to spread — and particu—
larly in communities of color —
I think religious leaders in faith
communities realize the role they
can play and they want to play
that role increasingly," said Dr.
Helene Gayle, who directs the
CDC‘s center for prevention of
HIV, sexually transmitted dis—
eases and tuberculosis.
That would help clients of
AIDS case manager Kenneth
Hall, who set up the outreach
group Ark of Refuge at Allen
Temple four years ago. "Sev—
enty—five percent are real leery
about committing themselves
spiritually anywhere if they
haven‘t outed themselves to the
pastor or the congregation about
their diagnosis," Hall said.
Support for AIDS programs is
evolving.
"The church was part of the
problem because no one was say—
ing anything and it was moving
through the church," said the
Rev. Theo Frazier of Church of
the Pentecost in San Francisco,
emphasizes abstinence

when he discusses AIDS with
congregants.
But as people got sick and be—
gan dying, he said, "we had to
talk about it."
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Defrocked
Unions,

Preacher Defends Gay

Woman Says Family Tried

Preaches Tolerance

CHARLOTTE (AP) —The
United
Methodist
Church
defrocked Jimmy Creech, but they
can‘t muzzle him.
Creech drove five hours
through the snow to preach Jan 23
in north Charlotte to 32 people
who share his belief that God loves
gays and their lifestyle.
"This has become my ministry.
Its sort of my calling," Creech told
the handful of worshippers who
braved the weekend storm to hear
him speak at Piedmont Unitarian
Universalist Church. "I believe
that one day we will be success—
ful. We will be able to see for all
people the freedom to love —
without fear and without restric—
tion."
Creech‘s journey from his Ra—
leigh home to the small, liberal
Charlotte church is symbolic of the
public life he now lives.

After 29 years as a pastor, the
son of a Goldsboro furniture store
owner was stripped of his preach—
ing credentials by a church jury in
Grand Island, Neb., in November
for blessing the union of two gay
men in Chapel Hill.
He knew his action violated
United Methodist law, but he
blessed the pair anyway. He said
he believes all forms of love are
divine, and that sexuality is an im—
portant part of a person‘s spiritual—
ity.
Creech is scheduled to preside
over two same—sex unions involv—
ing lesbian couples later this year
in North Carolina.
"Being heterosexual," he
preached Sunday, "is not the only
expression of sexuality."
Creech, 55, said he misses the
pastorate, but doesn‘t regret inten—
tionally violating church law and

The Sunshine Travelers
4\
Nare!
Aoo

NEW

"ORLEANS
May 26th, 27th & 28th
* Round Trip via Luxury
Charter Bus
* Two Days and Nights in the
French Quarter at
.
the Inn on Bourbon
* Cocktails, Snacks and Meals
while Traveling... ON US!
ALL FOR ONLY $1°° Donation
per entry to Win this Trip

to Kidnap Her Because

transforming himself into a consci—
—entious objector.
Relying on his wife, social_
worker Chris Weedy, to support the
family, Creech is writing a book _
the working title is The Church on
Trial — and .earns some extra in—
come speaking twice a month.
He plans to speak to several
church and pro—gay groups in
Houston and Dallas next month.
Creech often finds himself
preaching, as he said, "mostly to
the choir." A brochure in the Pied—
mont lobby advertised the Unitar—
ian Universalist church as "A
Welcoming Place for Gay, Les—
bian, and Bisexual People."
One ofthe opening songs played
by keyboardist Cindy Hammond
was John Lennon‘s "Imagine,"
which describes a world where
there is no war and no religion.
Creech realizes not everyone
shares his beliefs.
He alienated some members of
his last church in Omaha, Neb.,
with his crusade on behalf of gay
unions. At Raleigh‘s Fairmont
United Methodist, his last North

She Is a Lesbian

his resignation.
Creech faced his church trial in
Kearney, Neb., in 1998 for over—
seeing a union ceremony between
lesbians in Omaha. He was acquit—
ted of breaking Methodist laws by
that jury.
A 1999 Roper Center poll
showed 54 percent oppose legaliz—
ing gay marriages.
Creech said Shakespeare wrote
of a time when families of differ—
ent cultures and class refused to let
love bloom.
"Romeo and Juliet is the classic
example of that," he said. Pushing
society to accept homosexuality, _
Creech believes, is just one more
war to win. "It‘s really a struggle
to be free, to love without re—
straint."

SALT LAKE CITY (AP) —
Muna Hawatmeh has testified
that her family kidnapped her
and tried to send her back to Jor—
dan because they were ashamed
of her lesbian lifestyle.
Hawatmeh, 23, testified that
for a year, her father, mother and
two brothers had cajoled,
pleaded and threatened her.
On Oct. 14, family members
beat and kicked her for four
hours — finally deciding they
must kill her, the woman said.
"We have no solution for
you," Hawatmeh quoted her fa—
ther as saying. "It is better if you
die."
She said her father had ear—
lier told her: "You have shamed
us in front of other people."
Hawatmeh said her family
spared her life only after she
kissed her father‘s feet, promised
to give up being a lesbian and
tearfully asked to return to
Jordan.
*
"Did
you
want
prosecutor Ro to go?" asked
"I didn‘t have any other

aggravated kidnapping and third—
degree felony aggravated assault.
Muna testified that after she
was beaten, she spent the night
under the watch of her parents.
The next morning, she said, her
brother ordered her to pack her
suitcases for the trlp to Jordan.
But on the way to Salt Lake
City International Airport, the
family drove past Muna‘s lover,
who called Sandy police, who in
turn called the brother on his cell
phone and told him to return to
Sandy.
Muna said she promised her
brother she would lie, but at the
police station, "I couldn‘t hold it
in," she said.
An examination by an emer—
gency room doctor revealed nu—
merous bruises on Muna‘s arms
and legs.
Defense attorney Walter
Bugden suggested Muna lied
about the attack.
Iehab Hawatmeh, an electronic
and computer englneer and presi—
anufac—
turing busmess emp oying

choice," she answered.
Her
brothers
Iehab
Hawatmeh,
32,
Shaher
Hawatmeh, 33, her father Jamil
Hawatmeh, 64, and her mother
Wedad Hawatmeh, 54, are
charged with first—degree felony

people, has said he and his fam—
ily are innocent. He —said
Muna was "unstable, confused,
depressed," and at one time
suicidal. He said he was taking
her to San Francisco to visit their
sister.
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Support Groups Help Gay Teens
By Ernest A. Jasmin
The Bellingham Herald

who identify themselves as gay, bi—
sexual or who question their sexual
identity through issues surrounding
BELLINGHAM, Wash. (AP) —
the relationships in their lives — for
It was a shocking way to begin a
example, how to come out to par—
therapy session.
ents and find role models.
The enraged man burst into
"I don‘t think anyone else is talk—
Michael Pracetzel‘s Ann Arbor,
ing to kids about these issues,"
Mich., office, angrily shoving his
Sydnam says. "I think there‘s a sig—
teen son in front of him. The boy
nificant need. It‘s just a matter of
had visible bruises and was, just as
finding a safeplace to do it."
visibly, in the throes of anguish.
Teen years can be confusing
"He‘s queer,"the father declared.
enough without having the added
"Fix him."
variable of being gay. Anxiety and
The session — vividly recalled
rejection by family and peers often
takes their toll, experts say.
two decades later — made a lasting
impression on Praetzel. The thera—
._ The Washington Department of
pist, who has practiced in
Health identifies gay youth as a
Bellingham the past 25 years, was
high—risk group for suicide. A study
saddened but enlightened in its af—
conducted by author Warren J.
termath.
Blumenfeld, who edits the Journal
"I became aware of how it‘s just
of Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Iden—
such a vulnerable time in a kid‘s life
tity, suggests that gay teens are two
to have to struggle with this, too —
to three times more likely to com—
to have to be condemned and be held
mit suicide than their heterosexual
peers.
in contempt for who he is."
The teen‘s story has a somewhat
Teens report a wide variety of
happy ending. After being put in
daily experiences regarding their
sexuality, some seemingly stressful
foster care, he became student body
and others milder in comparison.
president at his high school and
earned a scholarship to Michigan
Edward, 18, who requested his
State University.
full name be withheld, came out at
"He was able, with support, to do
16. Since then, he says, he has been
well," Praetzel says. "He was a very
the occasional target of insults, but
bright, sensitive kid."
he doesn‘t think he‘s been perse—
In contrast, many gay teens lack
cuted. He even has mixed feelings
emotional support in their times of about gay jokes that he often hears.
(The Safe Schools Coalition of
need and don‘t fare so well. Those
who don‘t come out to their peers
Washington State includes the tell—
ing of such jokes among "climate—
still face confusion and guilt regard—
setting incidents" for anti—gay
ing their sexual preference. Those
who are openly gay face the scorn
violence in its five—year Anti—vio—
lence Research Project.)
of loved ones and antagonism from
homophobic peers.
"I guess it depends on context if
Organizers ofa pair oflocal sup—
it‘s funny. If it‘s bashing, it‘s dif—
port groups hope to help these teens
ferent," he says. "If it‘s just a joke,
they‘re typically funny. I can al—
deal with the issues that impact their
emotional and physical well—being.
ready think of a couple. They‘re
usually gross."
Just Us — a small, weekly teen
support group run through the
However, his sexual orientation
Whatcom County chapter of has put a strain on some friendships.
"I have a close friend and I know
PFLAG (Parents, Family and
she‘s uncomfortable with it," he
Friends of Lesbians and Gays) —
says. "It makes a weird sort of ten—
began meeting again in late Octo—
sion, but I—can‘t really feel bad for
ber after a short hiatus.
myself and I can‘t get mad at her.
The newest gay teen support
group, which is being organized by
You know, there‘s just no point in
any of that."
Bellingham therapist Mitch
Sydnam, began meeting in January.
Diane Rackley, 17, realized she
Sydnam says he will guide teens . was different from other girls by age

Wom-en L—oving Women
Well—Being Project
«Seeks women 18 years or older who are attracted to
or who love, partner with, or have sex with other women
to complete a survey providing important information
about healthy psychological well—being issues.
For more information and/or to receive a survey, leave
a toll free voice mail message with Mary Selvidge at the
WLW Well—Being Project: 1 (800) 800—4960 Ext. 4328 aor
complete an online survey by logging on to:

Duncan‘s transition was made
easier, she says, because she has a

sions if there is a declared interest.

gay older brother and her family has
been supportive. Her father, Mike,

Things sometimes get better once
students head to college. Locally,
groups like WCC‘s Gay—Straight

reactions in ninth grade by joking
to friends that she was bisexual. She

was angry when Heather told him

Alliance and Western‘s Lesbian,

she was lesbian over Thanksgiving

Gay, Straight, Bisexual Alliance

eventually came out and, since then,

provide a nucleus for the gay com—

has lost a few friends. Occasionally,

dinner in 1998, but has accepted her
lifestyle since then.

some girls, who she identifies as

Jo, 18, a: Whatcom Community

"There are not many out teenag—

"preppies," make rude comments. "I
just kind of stay in my own corner,"

College student who requested her

ers in high school, but there‘s a

full name not be used, came to a
sudden, overwhelming realization
while still in high school. She‘d had

"I think it‘s really. important to be

lots of boyfriends and had never

especially other people who are
gay."
§
Organized support for gay teens

Rackley started to test her peers‘

she says. "I —don‘t really talk that
much ... because I know how they
feel about me."
She says harassers are much

identified herself as lesbian until she

more aggressive toward gay males,

was 16. Then, one afternoon, she

like her friend Nathan Woolman.
"Not very much happens to les—

had a sudden, overwhelming real—

bian‘s," Rackley says. "With guys

ization while hanging out at her best
friend‘s house. "She was just sitting

(who harass) I guess they think,
‘He‘s gonna try something on me or
something like that."

there playing her guitar and then I+
just realized I wanted to kiss her."

Woolman, 15, became the target
of bullies in elementary school,long

and disturbing she had to leave the
house immediately.

before most children have an inkling

Presently, Jo went to a lesbian

of what it means to be gay.

The feeling seemed so strange

friend for advice. Her friend reas—

munity on campus.

whole lot more in college," Jo says.
able to have people you can talk to,

is starting to grow outside of the
school setting, too. Youth facilita—
tors Katinka Kraft, 22, and Joseph
Daniels, 26, lead the teens in dis—
cussion at weekly Just Us meetings.
"They need to know that there
are people out there who are just like
them and that they have a commu—
nity and that they are supported,"
Kraft says.

His mother, Donna, says her son

sured her that the episode was no big

The five—member group spent

showed gay tendencies as early as

deal. It might have just been a pass—

part of one recent session planning

age 3. She believes people are pre—

ing impulse that would never resur—
face, she said.

group and how to run future discus—

sexual from birth. Woolman himself

But while talking, Jo realized she

sion panels. They analyze the prob—

says he knew he was different from
other boys from an early age be—

had always had intense feelings for

lems that came up when they spoke

female friends and that friendship

at a pair of local churches. Most re—

cause he liked to wear clothes and

didn‘t always seem to be enough.

play with toys that are traditionally

"I never thought that (being a lés—
bian) was who I was or anything,"

cently the panel — which includes
Duncan, Woolman and Rackley —

disposed to being gay or hetero—

considered for girls. "I‘ve always
been more feminine than mascu—
line," he says.
By fifth grade, bullies started to
taunt him and call him names. When
he went to the bathroom they would

how to attract more gay teens to the

spoke to a class at Western Wash—

she says. "It was really confusing."

ington University.

Jo feels she was fortunate to have
someone to talk to about her sexu—
ality.

But the meeting is not entirely
dedicated to business.
Woolman and Rackley intermit—
tently share knowing gazes, poke at

shove him and make him leave,

However, other teens are not so
lucky. There is no support group of

— leading Nathan to fear having to go.

club for gay teens at area schools

"I would have to hold my blad—

and some teens report difficulty

When it‘s time to begin a word

der until after school, and sometimes

finding information on how to deal

game, Duncan steps to the head of

I couldn‘t," he says. "It took a long

with their specific set of problems

the table and announces her word is

time before the teachers realized it,

through school counseling offices.

"support," making a game show

and most of them didn‘t want to do

Some teens say they have even per—

hand gesture to highlight the note

anything about it. But my main

ceived apathy or hostility towards

card the word is written on. Then,

teacher, she gave me the key to the
teacher‘s bathroom."

their concerns from school faculty.

distracted

Rackley‘s laughter, she huffs and

each other and giggle at unspoken
jokes.

by

Woolman

and

Children aren‘t sure what they‘re

Squalicum High School counse—
lor Sharon McConnel, who some of

making fun of at such an early age,

the interviewed teens identify as

casts the pair a disgruntled look.
"Come on, you guys. This is se—

Donna says, but they are aware of

sympathetic towards their concerns,

rious."

their parents‘ opinions. "They‘re

says she is willing to talk privately

Just Us provides a setting where

aware of how their parents speak.

with teens who are struggling with

Children are puppets of their par—
ents."

their sexuality. She also has litera—

the trio can just be teens, to some
degree removed from the hostility

Woolman‘s antagonism has con—
tinued through high school. He‘s

ture that can help them locate other
resources.
"I‘ ve never had a time when my

and confusion they sometimes face
at school. They‘re free to share their
feelings, vent or just play games.

been harassed in locker rooms and

administrators have not come and

shoved in hallways. He‘s had bouts

given immediate help for these

of depression dating back to elemen—

kids," she says. "What sometimes

"I‘m more focused on how to

tary school and has even contem—

happens is kids don‘t tell us soon

develop relationships ... since there

plated suicide.

enough or, for some reason or an—

aren‘t any real role models,"

other, they don‘t share (their di—
lemma.)"

to come and tell their stories and tell

"I‘ ve always been singled out,"
he says. "If there was someone who

In contrast, Sydnam‘s group will
be more therapeutic in nature.

Sydnam says. "I think the kids need

had something to say (about gays)

Jane Moudry, a social worker

how they got where they‘re at. It‘s

they would direct it at me... A lot of
times I‘ll just try to shrug it off, but

who sets up training for Bellingham
High School faculty on such issues,

just a big mystery. You just don‘t
know how to be gay. It really isn‘t

a lot of times I really take it to heart."
Other teens highlight the impor—

says the school district has had two
training sessions specifically regard—

much different to be gay, it‘s just a
different way to be in a relation—

tance of having someone to talk to

ing the needs of gay teens since
1994.

ship."
He attempted such a group last

as they sort out the issues that ac—
company their sexuality.
Heather Duncan, 16, struggled

http://www.peoplememphls.edu/~mselvldg/wlwconsent.htm
All calls and log—ons will be kept strictly confidential.
Published as a public service of The Triangle Journal News.

11. Unlike her peers, she was only
interested in boys as acquaintances
and not as boyfriends.

"We‘re aware that we have a
population within our schools that

with her identity before coming out

has needs that may or may not be

to her peers last year.

addressed," she says.

spring, but only a handful of teens
came forward.
"The hardest part is getting the
kids to come together," Sydnam

"It‘s sort of like I was denying

She invites area faculty to call her

who I really was," she says, "trying

if they need help problem solving

wasn‘t successful.; You just need a

to be somebody else to support the

regarding the needs of gay teens and

certain critical mass to make it

norms of society.";

is willing to arrange training ses—

work."

says. "That‘s why the last group
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The

Hypocrisy of

Commentary by Jim D. Maynard

Two gay—rights issues, gays in
the military and same—sex mar—
riage, have emerged as the focal
point of the current struggle for
gay and lesbian equality, and
politicians in both parties are fail—
ing the test of their political and
moral dedication to equality and
social justice.
In fact, the positions of candi—
dates in both political parties
have sacrificed the principles of
equality and justice at the altar of
political expediency by promot—
ing a modern version of the
"separate but equal" argument
which claims to accept gays and —
lesbians as citizens but not want—
ing to fully embrace them by
granting real equality.
While both Democratic candi—
dates have publicly criticized the
Pentagon‘s failed "don‘t ask, don‘t
tell" compromise between Presi—
dent Clinton and opponents of
lifting the ban on gays com—
pletely, Al Gore was severely
censored by Republican oppo—
nents for suggesting that opposi—
tion to the "don‘t ask, don‘t tell"
policy on gays be considered
when choosing candidates for the
Joint Chiefs.

Gore quickly backed away
from the "litmus test" suggestion,
as Clinton backed away from his
promise to lift the ban back in
1992. Where is his commitment
to social justice and equality?
No one criticized George Bush
for pledging to only appoint mili—
tary advisors who agree with his
support of the current policy, or
called into question the assertion
of GOP candidates Bush and
McCain that the current policy is
"working."
:
No one on either side of the
issue seems to think the current
policy is working, certainly not
the gays and lesbians being dis—
charged for simply being honest
and truthful about who they are.
Someone needs to ask the GOP
candidates how they can support
equality and social justice and
still support a policy which is at
odds with those core American
values.
Gays and lesbians are not be—
ing treated equally under the
military‘s policy. Try asking
straight military men to not dis—
close their sexual orientation
publicly and refrain from any
sexual activity while serving in
the armed forces.
Even Great Britain finally
ended the ban on gays in their
military, leaving the U.S. and
Turkey as the only NATO allies
which still exclude them.
Al Gore should not back away
one inch from support for full in—

"Separate

clusion and equal treatment for
gays and lesbians in the armed
forces.
Political and moral hypocrisy
is even greater and non—partisan
on the issue of same—sex mar—
riage. Under current civil laws,
gay and lesbian couples are de—
nied the many legal rights granted
to heterosexual married couples
(e.g., inheritance, property rights,
insurance, Social Security ben—
efits).
Supreme Court decisions in
Hawaii and Vermont have de—
clared that same—sex couples must

but

Equal"

Marriage Act that we must invest
more of our resources as a com—
munity: in grassroots political
organizing and less faith in poli—
ticians and the courts. We mist
build the popular support for our
rights in order to gain the politi—
cal support we need.
Most importantly, we must
exert more political pressure on

those we help elect. There can be
no compromise on the basic
American values of equality and
social justice. One is either for
equality and justice or against
them; against discrimination or in
support of it. There is no middle
ground.
"Separate but Equal" was
wrong for African—Americans

Fabulous

and it is wrong for gays and les—
bians. We must challenge our
political leaders to stand and be
counted — which side are they
on?
Jim Maynard, co—chair Mem—
phis Lesbian & Gay Coalitionfor
Justice. He may be contacted at
Igcj@ gaymemphis.com

Showcase

Home

be granted the same legal rights
and benefits as heterosexually
married couples, but have left the
decision of what form that legal
right takes up to public opinion
and the state legislatures.
In anticipation of the Hawaii
decision, opponents of same—sex
marriage pushed the "Defense of
Marriage Act," in the U.S. Con—
gress and Clinton signed it. The
act allows states not to recognize
other states‘ same—sex marriages
if they are legalized.
Even Hillary Rodham Clinton
has said she supports DOMA,
denying gays and lesbians the
equal rights that they would en—
joy as a married couple.
The argument that it is neces—
sary to "protect" heterosexual
marriage is laughable given the
damage they have done to the in—
stitution.
Extending the right of legal
marriage to same—sex couples is
essential to the full citizenship
and equality of gays and lesbians
in our society.
Opponents of same—sex mar—
riage make ludicrous and falla—
cious arguments that don‘t stand
up. Granting gays and lesbians
the right to marry would not
threaten heterosexual marriage at
all.

Extending rights to one group
does not take that right away from
another group. Gays and lesbians
are not responsible for the prob—
lems of heterosexual marriage.
Isn‘t it hypocritical for those
moral crusaders in the religious
right to stereotype gay people as
sexually promiscuous and unable
to form stable relationships, and
then deny them the legal right to
do so?
Perhaps we in the gay commu—
nity have put too much faith in
politicians who say what we want
to hear and lack the commitment
to follow through on what they
promise, and in the courts to win
our civil rights for us without a
struggle.
We should learn from our ex—
periences with Clinton on "don‘t,
ask don‘t tell" and the Defense of
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of the United States). For example,
candidate Gary Bauer claims that
the Vermont Supreme Court deci—
sion recognizing the legal rights of
gay couples was in some ways
"worse than terrorism." And of
By Butch Valentine
course, none of the RRWs want gays
in the military, including Sen. John»
BUTCHHRT@aol.com
McCain, who says he served with
gays in the Navy during the Viet—
Sad to say... Man oh man, was I viral load was 1,755 (down from
nam War. When asked how he knew
ever sick with that strange and pow— 9,575). Though these numbers are
fellow servicemen were gay, he
great,
I
think
the
results
are
prob—
erful "flu—like virus" that has made
stated, "Well, I think we know by
so many others ill this season. Woke ably a fluke. Afterall, how could my
behavior and attitudes. I think that
up with 103° fever the Monday af— T—cells hold steady and my viral
it‘s clear to some of us when some
load
drop
so
dramatically
during
ter Christmas, and was down and out
people
have that lifestyle."
past New Year‘s. (Mark and I such a lengthy illness? I‘m going to
Hmmm...
isn‘t that called "gaydar?"
toasted in the New Millennium with get re—tested and I‘ll keep you
By the way, have you seen pictures
posted.
tap water.) When I looked in the
of him when he was a pilot in the
mirror after a week of illness, I was —
Navy? Scrumptous.
¥
shocked. I have always said I don‘t
Happy to hear... At least
Sad to Say... If my T—Cells were
mind having AIDS, I just didn‘t
McCain‘s not as bad as the other
want to look like it. But the face I to plummet now, there would at
RRW POTUS candidates, with him
saw in the mirror absolutely scared least be a good reason for it. It‘s
probably being the lesser of the
election time! I dread election cam—
the bejesus out of me.
evils, kinda sorta. But he and the rest
Happy to hear... After several paigns as they inevitably bring out
are a far cry from Democrat candi—
weeks, this cowboy is back in the the worst in people, especially the
dates Al Gore and Bill Bradley, both
saddle again, so to speak. And get anti—gay comments that spew forth
of whom have come out strongly in
this... my routine lab work, taken at from the mouths of Republican —
favor gay—rights issues, such as gays
the end ofthe illness, came back Righteous Wonders (RRWs) who
serving in the military.
spectacular. My T—Cells were 302 are running for POTUS (President
(they were 311 in August), and my
¥
Sad to Say... A reader has ac—
cused me of being a Republican—
hater, and I say it‘s not true. To this
day I remain a fan of Nixon. In the
80s, I was a glowing example of the
"Me Society," the ultimate Yuppie,
SAFE HARBOR
if any of you remember that term.
And when "gay cancer" was a mere
METROPOLITAN COMMUNITY CHURCH
whisper, I was still pro—Reagan. But
when I was diagnosed in Septem—
ber of ‘93 with having HIV, I began
to see things differently, and to
quote the song...
Happy to hear... "I got a new
attitude." Whenever I have a speak—
ing engagement as a PWA, certain
questions always come up, includ— .
ing, "How has your life changed the
most?" And you know my answer?
"Now I vote Democrat." I shocked
myself with that answer, but it was
true. Nothing and no one is perfect,
I know, but I am much more com—
fortable with what the Democratic
Party believes in and stands for. gay
rights. HIV and AIDS. Racial equal—
ity. Equal opportunities for men and
women. Reasonable gun control. I

feel they represent "me" and they
want ‘me‘ and I definitely don‘t feel
that way with the Republican Party.
How many times have we heard,
"Love the sinner, hate the sin"?
Well, that‘s how I have come to feel
about Republicans and their poli—
cies. There are many fine and de—
cent politicians who serve in the
Republican Party, but when they
adhere to and promote party poli—
cies that are repressive, oppressive,
discriminatory and, oftentimes, just
downright mean and hateful, they
sin by becoming Republican Righ—
teous Wonders. (These are kissing
cousins to another group of RRWs,
the Religious Righteous Wonders.)
Locally, there are a few Republicans
I admire and vote for, i.e. Mayor Jim
Rout, and maybe one day I will find
a statewide or national Republican
candidate I could support. Every
once in awhile, I think I find that
candidate, but when they start to
discuss issues of equality and other
matters near and dear, I am disap—
pointed to discover they‘re just an—
other RRW. And as for leading
candidate George W. Bush‘s claim
of being a "compassionate conser—
vative," a term that endeared me
early on, let me warn you that a
‘compassionate conservative‘ is an
RRW in sheep‘s clothing. That‘s just
my opinion, but it‘s a damn good
one.
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Martin Luther King:
Commentary by Ira L. King
TJN StaffWriter
While reading and contemplat—
ing the Reverend Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr.‘s ‘I Have A Dream
Speech," I wondered how it would
read today in addressing human
rights for gay and lesbian Ameri—
cans. In the year 2000, life for gays
and lesbians in America is very
promising. Celebrities are out of
the closet. Some mainline churches
are more tolerant and affirming.
But in the midst of all this progress.
Where do we stand? What must we
do?
Dr. King noted that "America
had defaulted on a promissory note
insofar as her citizens of color were
concerned." He indicated that life,
liberty and the pursuit of happiness
were fundamental freedoms due all
Americans. If what he says is true,
then gay Americans, regardless of
color, are to be allowed to pursue
those freedoms. Those freedoms
are not intangible. They are not
unattainable. They are simply
thwarted today by backward think
ing people who are more scared to
be accepting than of being hit by a
stray bullet.

Y1K Plus 998:
Commentary Ira L. King
TJNStaff Writer
The 1998 Vital Statistics Report
for Memphis and Shelby County,
Tenn. has been released. This data
is published by the Vital Records
Office of the Memphis and Shelby
County Health Dept. Among the
information contained therein are
statistics relating to the death by
AIDS in Memphis. This is a sum—
mary report of the statistics on
AIDS in Memphis, Tenn. In 1998,
the latest year for which statistics
are available.
The main function of the Vital
Records Office is to obtain and pre—
serve documentary evidence about
births and deaths that is necessary
to protect the legal rights of indi—
viduals. Birth certificates are nec—
essary to enroll in school, apply for
a driver‘s or marriage license, to
secure a passport or travel visa, to
participate in many athletic pro—
grams and to apply for social secu—
rity and other public program
benefits. Death certificates are nec—
essary for many critical legal func—
tions, including burial procedures
and the processing of insurance
benefits, estate settlement, transfer
ofstocks, bonds, personal property
and real estate. For these reasons
there is a continuous demand for
certified copies of birth and death
certificates.
According to the latest data, of
the 7,160 deaths occurring in
Shelby County in 1998, 106 were
AIDS/HIV—related. Deaths of

Revisiting & Revising the Dream!

In the spirit of diversity, Dr.
King pointed out that "Now is the
time to lift our nation from; the
quicksands of racial injustice to the
solid rock of brotherhood." Indeed
the same must be said for we who
are oppressed because of our sexual
orientation. The talk shows today
are filled with gay and lesbian
guests who are seeking justice and
true brotherhood. We seek a broth—
erhood that transcends who and
what we are sexually. We fail to
understand why our sexuality is so
utterly important to so many people
who care less about us otherwise.
They don‘t care that we might need
food when we are hungry. They
don‘t care that we might need
clothing when we are hungry. They
don‘t care that we might need
medical attention when we are ail—
ing. They only care that people they
know little or nothing about have a
sexual orientation that is different
from their own. The solid rock of
brotherhood is threatened by their
carelessness and their callousness.
Dr. King further notes that
"There will be neither rest nor tran—
quility in America until the Negro
is granted his citizenship rights."
In the year 2000 it is apparent that

Death

there will be neither rest nor tran—
quility in America until gays and
homosexuals are granted their ba—
sic civil and human rights. Issues
such as power of attorney, insur—
ance, legal custody of children,
equal employment opportunity,
etc., must be given the same mean—
ing for gays and lesbians as for het—
erosexuals. There is no acceptable
alternative.
Perhaps the most important part
of Dr. King‘s speech are these
words: "In the process of gaining
our rightful place we must not be
guilty of wrongful deeds. Let us not
seek to satisfy our thirst for free—
dom by drinking from the cup of
bitterness and hatred." If we are to
legally and successfully achieve all
the rights, privileges and opportu—
nities as heterosexuals, we must do
so in a non—violent manner. Vio—
lence does not hasten freedom, it
only delays it. Marching is good.
Rioting is bad. Demonstrations are
good. Criminal acts are bad. Don‘t
do the bad things, it‘s counterpro—
ductive.
Dr. King concludes his oration
by stating that "... when we allow
(true) freedom to ring — when we
let it ring from every village and

by AIDS in

Shelby County residents decreased
by 22 or 17 percent under the 128
AIDS/HIV deaths in 1997. Deaths
from AIDS/I IIV rank as the 11th
leading cause of death to Shelby
County residents. The highest num—
ber of deaths due to AIDS/HIV oc—
curred in the 35—44 age group,
which numbered 43 deaths in 1998,
down slightly from 47 deaths in
1997.
The most significant decrease in
the percentage of deaths from
AIDS/HIV occurred in the non—
white female population, with a
decrease of nine deaths or 30 per—
cent. The only group that experi—
enced an increase in AIDS/HIV
deaths was the white female popu—
lation which experienced three
deaths in 1998 as opposed to none
in 1997; two of these deaths were
in age 35—44. The total number of
ADIS/HIV recorded in 1998, in—
cluding nonresidents, was 118.
So what does all this tell us?
Death resulting from AIDS is on
the decline. I think not! What this
tells us is that more and more
people are living with AIDS/HIV

Lesbian

Memphis

instead of dying from the disease.
New cocktails are making it easier
for those living with AID/HIV to
stay healthy longer. The statistics
may also suggest that promiscuity
among white females is rising.
One of the pieces of information
not published is how many deaths
were gay deaths, and how may
were straight. This is good. At least
those gathering the information re—
alize that it‘s not important for the
general public to know the sexual
orientation of those who die from
AID/HIV.. It is important to know,
however, that AIDS/HIV was the
cause. [Editor‘s note: HIV/AIDS
and sexual orientation are still
tracked at the state level.]
As the new millenium gets un—
derway, I am hopeful that a cure
will be found for this dreaded dis—
ease. I am hopeful that those cur—
rently living with AIDS/HIV will
not have to die from same. I am
hopeful that at some point in the
not too distant future, we won‘t
have to gatherstatistics on AIDS/
HIV—related deaths.

heterosexuals] — will be able to
every hamlet, from every state and
join hands and sing in the words of
every city, we will be able to speed
the old Negro spiritual: "Free at
us to that day when all of God‘s
children — black men and white ~ last! Free at last! Thank God Al—
mighty, we are free at last!"
men, Jew and Gentiles, Protestants
and Catholics [gays, lesbians and

901—386—8193

JAU. Hlustrations
"Distinctive Pen & Ink Home Portraits"
3313 Shelby St.
Bartlett, TN 38134
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MEMPHIS‘ FINEST AND MOST COMPLETE
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT CENTERS
VIDEO RENTALS AND SALES, PREVIEW BOOTHS AND MIN—THEATRES
(Brooks Road Only)
Fantasy Warehouse #1 (North)
791 N. White Station Rd.
(Open 24 hours)
683—9649
Executive South (East)
1847 E. Brooks Rd.
i
345—0825
$
: Fantasy Warehouse #4 (North)
2532 N. Watkins
358—8642
NOW RENTING DVDs

and checks accepted at #1 and Fantasy Warehouse # 4 only

OPEN 7 DAYS
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by Paula Martinac
See Page 32
+
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Who Was George
Cukor?
Hollywood director George
seasonal company in Rochester,
Cukor worked in a variety of film
N.Y. In regional theater, Cukor
genres over his long career, but the
gained a reputation as a director
comedy of sexual manners became
whom actors could trust because he
his particular forte. A gay man
both listened to them and modestly
whose homosexuality was an open
refused to take credit when their
secret in Hollywood, Cukor‘s com—
performances excelled. "He had
fort with both male and female
great pride," one colleague re—
sexuality and identity shines
called, "but no vanity.... He gave
through many of his now classic
[actors] the star treatment."
comedies.
Cukor moved on to Broadway,
Cukor was born in New York
where his productions were only
City in 1899 to middle—class, Hun—
moderate successes. Still, he was
garian Jewish parents. If his fam—
in demand because of his talent for

ily had gotten its way, he would
have attended Columbia University
and become a lawyer like his fa—
ther and uncle. But Cukor, who had
been entranced by New York the—
ater since childhood, had Broad—
way in mind.
At first, he wanted to be a play—
wright, but he soon found he hated
one unavoidable aspect of writing
— working alone. Naturally gre—
garious and witty, Cukor discov—
ered he was better. suited to
stage—managing and directing,
which required give—and—take with
actors. He got his start in summer
stock in the early 1920s and within
a few years had founded his own

working with actresses, whose
roles he seemed to understand and
empathize with better than straight
male directors did. "He did seem
more in touch with women‘s emo—
tions," Helen Hayes recalled. Many
of the most revered (and often tem—
peramental) stage actresses of that
time — Ethel Barrymore, Laurette
Taylor, Dorothy Gish — wanted
him as their director.
The appellation "woman‘s di—
rector" (a slight, given the sexism
in the entertainment industry) fol—
lowed Cukor when he went to Hol—
lywood in 1929, and over the years
he made his mark with a number
of so—called "women‘s films." Be—

estate. (Spencer Tracy stayed in a
sides his affinity with actresses, he
second cottage, to be discreetly
also preferred female screenwriters
to her.)
close
and relied on some of the best — Zoe
Another collaboration with
Akins, Anita Loos, Ruth Gordon.
Though not particularly political or Hepburn was Sylvia Scarlett, a gen—
der—bending comedy costarring
feminist, Cukor was sensitive to
Cary
Grant. Sylvia Scarlett was
women‘s issues. During his early
Cukor‘s most personally revealing
film career, he often sent scripts to
film, "brave as well as foolish," as
Stella Bloch, an old friend from
he
later phrased it. The lead char—
New York, asking her to review
acter is an embezzler‘s daughter,
them for scenes that might be de—
who cross—dresses to escape a run—
meaning to women.
@
in with authorities. The plot di—
Cukor fell into comedy by acci—
rectly challenged traditional
dent, but it proved his strong suit.
male—female roles and boldly
He once quipped that the studio
winked at homosexuality. These
moguls "used to judge your talent
daring
features (which caused the
by your
film to be condemned by the
person—
Catholic—run group the Legion of
ality. If
Decency) made Sylvia Scarlett
y gist
RKO‘s biggest box office failure
walked
of 1935.
into the
Cukor was David O. Selznick‘s
front of—
origina
l choice to direct Gone With
f i coe
the
Wind.
But after only a few
with a
long face, they gave you straight. weeks on the job, there were con—
flicts with Clark Gable, who hated
drama; if you cracked jokes, they
Cukor‘s fey manner, especially the
gave you comedy. I cracked jokes."
way he called cast members "dar—
His first few films were unre—
ling." One day during filming,
markable. But in 1932, he garnered
Gable stormed off the set, shout—
kudos for A Bill of Divorcement,
ing, "I won‘t be directed by a fairy!
starring 24—year—old Katharine
I
have to work with a real man!"
Hepburn in her first screen role.
The
star didn‘t report to work the
That movie launched a lifelong
following day, and shortly thereaf—
friendship with Hepburn, who went
ter Cukor was replaced by Victor
on to star in nine of his films, in—
Flemin
g, a pal of Gable‘s. —
cluding some of his (and her) best:
Althou
gh the general public was
Holiday, The Philadelphia Story, —
unaware of Cukor‘s sexual orien— ~
and two Tracy—Hepburn vehicles,
tation, his homosexuality was well—
Adam‘s Rib and Pat and Mike.
known in the industry. For years,
Whenever Hepburn worked in Los
he hosted soirees at his Hollywood
Angeles, she stayed in a cottage on
villa, which had been decorated by
the grounds of Cukor‘s Hollywood

gay actor William Haines. At these
lavish affairs, the queer elite could
see and be seen. Cukor‘s Sunday
afternoon parties competed with
the all—male fetes of Cole Porter,
and the two were sometimes called
"the rival queens of Hollywood."
Cukor‘s career spanned five de—
cades, but he won only one Acad—
emy Award, for directing My Fair
Lady (1964). When he made his
last film, Rich and Famous (1981 3,
he was 81, the oldest director still
working in Hollywood. He died
two years later. Many of his films
have become queer cult favorites:
Camille (1937), with its exquisitely
painful death scene; The Women
(1939), with a campy "bitchiness"
reminiscent of drag culture; and the
musical remake of A Star is Born
(1954), a comeback vehicle for gay
icon Judy Garland.
;
David Bianco is the author of
Gay Essentials (Alyson Publica—
tions), a collection ofhis history
columns. He can be reached at
DaveBianco@aol.com. For more
Past Out, visit www.planetout.com.

For further reading:
Lambert, Gavin. On Cukor
(Putnam, 1972).
Mann, William J. Wisecracker:
The Life and Times of William
Haines, Hollywoods First Openly
Gay Star (Viking, 1998).
McGilligan, Patrick. George
Cukor:
A ~ Double
Life
(HarperPerennial, 1991).

Oscar Wilde‘s Lo
ver Considered
Victim‘ of Affair

‘>

LONDON (AP) — Oscar
of public prosecutions at the time.
adisaster.
.
Wilde‘s male lover was never pros—
The letter also said that "im—
After .it emerged that
ecuted alongside the writer for ho—
moral relations" between the men
Queensberry‘s lawyers had evi—
mosexual acts, partly because Lord
could not be proven in court and
dence
of Wilde‘s previous homo—
Alfred Douglas was viewed as the
concluded that prosecuting the
sexual
affairs, he abandoned the
"victim" in the affair, according to
young aristocrat would not likely
case and found himself facing a
newly released documents.
end in conviction.
criminal charge of gross indecency.
Wilde was a 38—year—old mar—
The relationship infuriated Dou
He
was convicted of homosexual
ried man a century ago at the height
glas‘ father, the Marquess of acts commi
tted before his relation—
of his powers as a dramatist when
Queensberry, who left a visiting
ship with Douglas and jailed in
he embarked on an affair with the
card at Wilde‘s London club,
1895 for two years. ___
As
22—year—old Douglas that was to
Albemarle, calling Wilde a sod—
After he was released; Wilde left ~
lead to his downfall.
amite.
England and died in France a few .—
Some. of Irish‘ poet: and .\
the conventions ‘of the years later. Homosexual
actswere‘.
playwright‘s best—known works day,
Wilde felt he had no choice
decriminalized in Britain in 1967.» _ .... Mon.,february7
include The Importance of Being . but to
sue for libel,
case was «/
A Ast
Earnest (1899) and An Ideal Hus—
"+#
L+
"R
a
R
band (1895). :
g "
4 im |. Mon.,february21
:
£
Happy/Sad
—
Britain‘s office of public records
research and prevention programs in |
/
/ "6p.m., Dinnerat6:30
Capt/nued from page 26 § £4, 7
has released a letter written by a
p.m. _
Africa. Well, it‘s not enough, but at , {"
to Rog % < "4s %
senior official: more than a century
least
it‘s
a
start.
eryone is aware that AIDS is (literally
ago that asks prosecutors not to
~~ St.John‘s United lethodist Chu
killing the continent ofAfrica, but the
rch —
pursue a case against Douglas.
global community appears to care
¥
3!
In the letter, Senior Treagury
less. Anddoyouknow why? Racism! —
.—
Sad to Say... Valentine‘s Day is a
a —(Peabody&Betlevue) .
Counsel Charles Gill urges pros—
‘We‘d be naive to say racedoesn‘t play day for lovers and special friends, but
{ Feast £or Friends
ecutors to consider that Douglas
a part," Clinton AIDS czar Sandra can be a real bummer for those who
was a young undergraduate at Ox" Thurman tells U.S; News &
World don‘t have even someone .who is "a
ford University when the two met
Tittle bit more special than the others"
Report.>
and that Wilde "obviously exer—
— Happy to hear... In an address to to be with.
§ S+.
cised" a strong influence over him.
the United Nation‘s Security Council,
~Happy to hear... But I want all of
Whoeq'éf'éble are requested
V—POTUS Al Gore pledged to put youto know that on February 14th, —
"I think that Douglas, if guilty,
to make a donation to offset expenses.
Africa‘s AIDS crisis on the world‘s Valentine‘s Day, that you have a genu— —
may be fairly regarded as one of
——
security agenda, and the White House ine, reallive Valentine wishing you a
Wilde‘s victims," Gill wrote to Sir
Advertisi
happy
has
ng space donated as a puhlic service of the Triangle Journal News
Valenti
asked
ne‘s
the
Republican—controled
Day... .me! Talk to
Hamilton Cuffe, who was director

tsasecheofFﬂends For life
for the HIV infected and—affécted community —
including peopleliving with HIVor AIDS,their
friends, caregivers, family andfriends. While the
dinner is free, those

Congress for $150 million for vaccine
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ya‘ll again next month.
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bling like a founatin of vomit
Get Thee Behind

ME,

KY2

meetings are orgy sessions or
something), they got a great

By Daniel Forrest
Well, KY2 is finally behind
us :.. er... Y2K is over., I
mean!!! How many of you have
a stockpile of toilet paper and
~_bottled water? Well, I had nei—
ther starting out the new year,
but that didn‘t stop me from
having the glamourous New
Year‘s Eve celebration every
one deserves (from time to
time). I played nanny to a sick
niece up from Flordia who re—
minded me less of the angel she
normally is and more like Linda
Blair. Not to mention my
redneck cousins from Alabama
who decided to grace me with
their presence. (These guys are
the reason the state has a bad
name.) The evening was a per—
fect combination of beer, fire—
works and projectile vomitting.
As if my neighbors have not
been alienated enough by me in
the past (they think all the Pride

dose of the Alabama connection
in my family. My neighborhood
has a very anal retentive block
captain (self—appointed, I‘m
sure) and I was kinda nervous
that shooting fireworks would
cause an even greater problem.
My fears were laid to rest when
I went outside between vomit
attacks to find all my neighbors
out shooting fireworks. I went
back inside and while tending to
my niece heard the words that
have made many a wife of a
redneck, a widow: "Hey, watch
this!!!" I ran outside to find that
disgarded plumbing pipes were
being used as missle launchers
for bottle rockets as the drunk—
ard rednecks decided to use
neighbors as moving targets.
Yes, I rang in the New Year with
neighbors running for cover,
rednecks shooting fireworks and
drinking Bud, my niece bub—

Sheridan Lambe,

Lcsw

Specializing in

¥ Relationship Counseling
¥ Grief Counseling
¥ Depression/Anxiety Counseling

6263 Poplar Ave ¥ Suite 605
901—761—9178

Positive Living
Under Stress
A weekly support group for gay
and bisexual men living with HIV
The group meets on Mondays at
Friends For Life,
1384 Madison Ave, andis open to Gay
and bisexual men who are HIV positive.
To join the group one must first become
a client of Friends For Life and be able
to provide proof of HIV status.

For meeting times and any additional
information, please contact
Michael Kiggins
at 272—0855
during business hours
Advertising space donated as a public service of the Triangle Journal News
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and on the television ... not the
Barbara WaWI wanted to see,
but Joe Birch interrupting cov—
erage for a police helicopter
chase. Lord knows I hope, it‘s
no premonition for the coming
year ahead.

the New Daisy Theatre on
Beale. Tickets begin at $100 and
include a reception afterwards
being held at Alfred‘s. Check
out the ad on page 15.
The Memphis Gay and Les—
bian Community Center
seems to spring to life this

MLK March
Kudos to everyone who par—
ticipated in the Martin Luther
King March on Jan. 17. Orga—
nizations included Memphis
Area Gay Youth, Lesbian and
Gay Coalition for Justice,
Holy TFrinity Community
Church and Memphis Pride,
Inc. All 30 of us marched to—
gether chanting, "We‘re here to
celebrate Dr. King, we‘re in—
cluded in the dream." Although
snubbed once again by all the
local television stations, the
GLBT community was a defi—
nite presence.

June 17. ‘ll keep you posted as
things continue to develop for
Pridefest 2000.
If you want a good burger, I
recommend ordering one at
Metro. I‘ ve been there a couple
of times myself this month, and
they are wonderful !! They have
a rather hearty lunch menu
which is jammed packed with
great items. Several new items
began recently, so if you haven‘t
been there lately, you haven‘t
been there. Good luck to Shane
Trice in this new establish—
ment!‘

S

Down to Business
Last Sunday, I visited
Sharon Wray‘s Madison
Flame which opened its doors

month. It kicks off with a Town
Hall meeting on Sun., Feb. 6
from 6 to 8 p.m. at First Con—
gregational Church‘s Pilgrim
Hall. This is an excellent event
which could move us leagues
ahead of where we are in unit—

for a benefit for Holy Trinity
Community Church, Jan. 23
called Winter Follies. The ben—
efit was organized by Sharon
and B.J. Heffner and included
some very memorable acts like
Rev. Ed Hammet singing "Lol—
lipop" and our own Lady A and
Rebel dressed as singing nuns.
The heart pounding entertainer
of the evening was Aurora
Knight, who energized the au—
dience and brought the crowd to
its feet on every number. There
were at least thirty acts, each
excellent in its own respect. The
benefit raised a little over $6200
for Holy Trinity‘s Building

ing the community. Every orga—
nization is being requested to
attend, and all are welcome. The
purpose is to resolve issues
within the community and to
identify a central issue on which
to concentrate in 2000. The
community center is also offer—
ing movie night on Thurs., Feb.
17 at 7 p.m. also at First Con—
gregational Church. The movie
scheduled for viewing is Trick.
This is the first in what the com—
munity center plans to be a
monthly event. As if, that wasn‘t
enough, the community center
is also planning gay night at the
Riverkings game on Feb. 19.

Fund. At the end Sharon made
an appeal to everyone to return
Fri., Jan. 28 for another benefit,
this time for local entertainer,
Tu Real, whose recent medical
expenses have landed the local
favorite in need of help. Sharon
said that there has never been a
time that she has called on Tu
Real for help with a benefit that
she was turned down. Way to go
Sharon ... for taking such a stand
in giving back to the community.
In February, check out Madi—
son Flame for the ninth annual
King and Queen of Hearts, or—
ganized by Jimmy Gray and
benefiting Friends for Life.
The event will be held on Sun.,
Feb. 13, at 8 p.m. Also at the
Flame, just two days later on
Tues., Feb. 15, Tsarus Man of
the Year will be announced at
7p.m.
Friends for Life is holding a
benefit and tribute to Judy Gar—
land called "Rainbow comes to

The Riverkings will be playing
the Macon Whoopee. Those
planning to attend are asked to
meet at the Southern Avenue en—
trance at Early Maxwell Boule—
vard no later than 6:30 p.m. To
further show our unity, every—
one is asked to.wear a blue shirt.
The cost is $6 for a group rate.
After the game you can skate for
free. I‘m told if you don‘t have
skates you can rent them for $4
that evening.
Memphis Pride, Inc. has de—
cided on the millennium theme

MemphOz" on Sun.,Feb. 20 at

the Overton Square Manage—
ment Company, has declined to
be the site of Pride 2000 citing
a conflicting event being held on

which is: "Color Me Human,
Color Me Proud, Color Me
Equal." As an update, The Mil—
lennium March on Washing—
ton, being held on Sun., Apr. 30
is coming along nicely. Airfare
is very limited now, but space
is still available on the bus
where the cost remains a low,
low $150. This includes an over—
night stay in Washington at a
local hostel. In other Pride news,
JPM Management Company,

Changes of the Month
My attention was recently
diverted to a relatively new gay
club at 430 North Cleveland
called Café Cali. This was a
former Vietnamese night club
which has turned gay. They of—
fer no cover charge — ever, do—
mestic beer $1 all day from
Monday through Thursday and
karaoke every night.
Good luck to the new vestry
elected at Holy Trinity Com—
munity Church. New members
Donice Billingsley, Mark
Patton and yours truly, are join—
ing Lori Blackwelder, Pete
Peterson and Don Morgan.
Holy Trinity is planning its
yearly retreat Friday and Satur—
day, Feb, 18 —19.
Good luck to the new offic—
ers appointed in the Memphis
Gay and Lesbian Community
Center. Jason Crockett and
Michael Moore were appointed
as secretary and treasurer re—
spectively.
Valentine‘s Day
Just
a
reminder
that
Valentine‘s Day is coming up
this month ... don‘t forget to buy
your valentine a gift :—) A sug—
gestion? Shari Walker of Car—
dinal Studios is offering photo
sittings at Holy Trinity Fri., Jan.
28 from 6:30 — 9:30 p.m. and
Sat., Jan. 29, 10 a.m.—2 pm.
Candid color photos are avail—
able: 4x5 —$7 each; 5x7 — $12
each; 8x 10 — $20 each; wallet—
size 8 for $18. Portrait package
deals are available. The sitting
fee for each photo is $10 with
$5 of that fee going to the Build—
ing Fund of Holy Trinity. Pic—
tures will be back in time for
Valentine‘s Day!!!
Best wishes and Happy
Valentine‘s Day to everyone. As
always feel free to contact me
with any invitations or remind—
ers for next month. You can
reach me at 276—4479 or by e—
mail daniel_forrest@hotmail.com.

~~ ~,
difference between the two stud—
ies? Is the the British butthole less
robust than its American counter—
part? Not so. In the British study,
"incontinence" was defined
QUEER vaguely: it even included the pas—
sage of flatus — farting, in com—
mon parlance. In Britain,
apparently, this is still considered
§CJence
pathological! Another possible rea—
son for the difference is that the
By Simon LeVay, Ph.D.
majority of the British subjects who
Health

engaged in receptive anal sex, but
none of the U.S. group, were HIV
positive. Thus, it is possible that
some of the British subjects had
experienced episodes of diarrhea
connected with their HIV status,
and that incontinence occurred dur—
ing those episodes.
One of the ways people
"pathologize" anal sex is by por—
traying it as something unique to
gay men. That‘s nonsense, of

course. According to a 1991 study
by Bruce Voeller, more than 10
percent of American heterosexual
couples engage in the practice with
some regularity. In all probability,
everyone is given the ability to en—
joy anal receptive sex, but only
some people make use of their gift.
So go to it, sodomites! But do
me a favor, will you, and keep us—
ing those condoms.

Effects of Anal Sex

Receptive anal sex, politically
speaking, is a pain in the butt. It‘s
a sexual activity that many straight
men consider degrading, and they
often mentally transfer that degra—
dation to people who engage in it.
For many years, the medical
profession shared this point of
view: doctors listed the mental and
moral shortcomings of the "con—
genital invert," and pointed out the
damaging effects of "sodomy" on
the structure of the anus and rec—
tum. The habitual "passive homo—
sexual," it was claimed, had a
funnel—shaped anus, made so by
frequent penetration. His anal mu—
cosa was lacerated and his anal
sphincters were no longer func—
tional, so that he was typically in—
continent of feces.
In the early days of the gay—
rights movements, gay leaders
tended to downplay the prevalence
of anal sex among gay men. "Ac—
cording to the statements of all ex—
perts on the matter, anal sex takes
place relatively seldom in same—sex
intercourse," states the famous pe—
tition to the German Reichstag,
written in 1897 by German gay—
rights pioneer Magnus Hirschfeld.
Later, as gay men became more
assertive, anal sex was gradually
acknowledged more openly: the
book The Joy ofGay Sex, published
in the late 1970s, celebrated it as
the central act of sex between men.
And the medical and psychologi—
cal professions became much more
accepting of the practice.
AIDS changed that. "Micro—
scopic tears," caused by anal pen—
etration, supposedly allowed HIV
to gain access to the bloostream. It
didn‘t matter that no such tears
(caused by consensual penile—anal
sex) have ever been documented.
It didn‘t matter that another mecha—
nism for the virus to cross the rec—
tal mucosa has been documented.
(It is carried across by a class of
immune cell called macrophages).
Whatever the facts, anal sex had
become pathological again.

HOT

XXX

A British study, published as
recently as 1993, typified this atti—
tude. According to a team of doc—
tors at London‘s Westminster
Hospital, gay men who frequently
engage in receptive anal sex have
a significant reduction in anal rest—
ing pressure (that is, the anus is not
held so tightly closed by its sphinc—
ter muscles), compared with
straight men who do not engage in
such sex. And, according to the
study, the men who practiced re—
ceptive anal sex were more likely
to report anal incontinence. Thus
the researchers concluded that fre—
quent anal sex had damaged the
men‘s sphincter muscles, rendering
them unable to retain the bowel
contents in a normal fashion.
In 1997, the American Journal
of Gastroenterology published the
results of a new and more careful
study by a team at the University
of Pittsburgh, led by Andrew Chun.
They repeated the measurements of
anal resting pressure, in two groups
of men who did and did not engage
in anal receptive sex. Just as the
British researchers had reported,
the men who did engage in recep—
tive sex had lower pressures. How—
ever, Chun‘s group then went on
to directly visualize the sphincter
muscles, using ultrasound tech—
niques. They found that none of the
men in the study had any damage
to the sphincters. This result was
particularly striking, because dam—
age to the anal sphincters is com—
monly seen in other circumstances,
such as in women who have re—
cently been through the stresses of
childbirth. Why then were lower
anal resting pressures measured in
the men who engaged in receptive
sex? Simply because, according to
Chun, these men knew not to
"fight" the measuring instruments
when they were inserted into the
anus.
In the Pittsburgh study, none of
the men, whether they engaged in ©
anal receptive sex or not, reported
any fecal incontinence. Why the

Whether By Choice or By Birth, We ARE Family!
This is your opportunity to have your family portrait taken
Pictures,

Portraits,

Pictures

Sponsored by Holy Trinity Community Church
3430 Summer Avenue
Families of one or more are welcome * Only $10.00 Sitting Fee
Friday Feb. 25

. 6:30pm — 9:30pm

Saturday, Feb. 26

10am — 2:00pm

901—320—9376 for more information
Cardinal Studios
Ms. Shari Walker, Photographer (A member of Holy Trinity Community Church)
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ID Required

Drive A Little
Party A LOT !

Dorz’tforget your Sweetheart Feb 14, 2000
NOTE: (It‘s a Monday) Bring your Valentine to The Other Side.
ms ank on cane Au cutne mas me nr unk eng A stan eng me
Hollywood Creations 2000
Friday, March 17, 2000 (St Patricks Day Bash !!!)
Those SEXY Guys are back, with an all New Show and a New pricejustfor us:
Advance tickets are on sale nowfor $8.00 Door price $10.00. There will be drawings
through—out the night. Get your tickets now to make sure you have the best seat.
Show scheduledfor 10:30, Happy Hour Specials before the show.

WEBSITES

E—Mail us at — rotherside@sol.com
Send us your uause & EMail address and you can start
recerymg Sidelmes and other special amouscemens by E—Mail
You cas pick up a fmm a the Bar ar E—Mail your request.
Intp Abeotherside.ourfsmily.com Coxe visit us soon.

www. gaysexlive.com Hot XXX male Links!
Gaysex2000.com Live Frat Cams! Sexy!
marinestuds.com Real Hot Military Studs!
latinstuds.com Huge Dark Uncut Meat!
www.gay—chat.com Free On Line Chat!
leatherworship.com Awesome Leather Gods!
blackstuds.com Steamy XXX Black Heat
(800) 363—7883 Live Talk (Must be 18+)

*

3883 Huy 45 N
Jackson, TN
201—668.3749

(Exit 82—B off 1—40 then 3 miles N at Ashport)
"Jackson‘s Only ‘Friendly‘ Bay"
(Security)

Open 7 days a week @ 5 pm (7 pm — Sat.& Sun)
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Lesbian
Notions
by Paula Martinac
Vermont Court Wants
Church and State to
Stay Separated
Theruling
recenton Vermont
Supreme
tion
tostruggled
make. ThewithUnitedtheStates
hasof
Court
same—sex
marriage
long
issue
is a watershed
eventimpact
destined
to separation
ofchurch
and state,
and
have
an
important
on
the
the
fightwill
undoubtedly
intensify
futurerights.
progress
ofwaslesbian
andsignifi—
gay issues
in cominglikeyears
over and
contentious
civil
What
most
abortion
school
cant
about
the
decision
was
that
i
t
vouchers.
stressed
themarriage
economicandandimplied
legal treadsTooonoften,
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hopefuls have gone out of their
way to lay out their private (Chris—
tian) religious beliefs to the pub—
lic. In the Iowa debate televised in
November, the Republican candi—
dates scrambled to outdo each other
in expressing their complete devo—
tion to Jesus — as if that were
somehow a qualification for high
office:
Also, the Washington Post has
reported that Al Gore admits to ask—
ing
himself
repeatedly,
"W. W.J.D.?" — "What would
Jesus do?" — a popular slogan
among born—again Christians. In
this particular campaign, only Bill
Bradley has explicitly stated that
his religious views are a private
‘matter.
Of course, John F. Kennedy‘s
Roman Catholicism was an issue
in 1960, as was Jimmy Carter‘s
born—again Christian faith in 1976.
But in those instances, the candi—
dates‘ religion came into question
primarily because people feared
how their spiritual beliefs might
interfere with governing the coun—
try — in other words, how they
might affect the cherished principle
of separation of church and state.
This new brand of tell—all religious
disclosure should deeply unsettle
all Americans concerned with reli—
gious liberty, but gay Americans in
particular should be worried about
what it may portend.
The push and pull between
church and state is nowhere more
evident than in the debate over

Gay Sex to Airwaves of
As a peer leader, he hears fre—

quent fears from closeted gay and

same—sex marriage. The objections
that many people harbor against
gay couples marrying are based
primarily on religious beliefs. But
marriage is, in fact, not just a reli—
gious institution but a civil one car—
rying numerous economic and
legal benefits denied to same—sex
couples.
And that‘s the problem — mar—
riage, which is government—regu—
lated, overlaps with religion in an
inappropriate way. A government
that truly rested on the principle of
separation of church and state
would never allow clergy to serve
as civil officials at weddings. Re—
ligious unions should be purely
spiritual events — as they are for
gay couples now and were in many
religions in the past.
While marriage may be a secu—
lar institution, the language the op—
ponents of same—sex marriage use
reveals the deep enmeshment of
religion and marriage. Gary Bauer |
likened the Vermont decision to a
terrorist act against a "sacred" in—
stitution. Gore‘s spokesperson re—
iterated the vice president‘s
opposition to same—sex marriage
and his firm commitment to the
"religious sacrament" of hetero—
sexual marriage.
But the catch is that the "sacra—
ment" of marriage isn‘t in question
when we talk about same—sex mar—
riage rights. Religious leaders
should (and will) decide whether
or not to bless the unions of les—
bian and gay couples.

In light of this, it seems to me
that same—sex marriage faces a
more serious hurdle than many
people realize. The Vermont court
has left to the state legislature the
question of how to afford gay
couples equal rights, and that body
will, in all likelihood, pass a sweep—
ing domestic partnership law that
avoids the "M" word..
But even in cities like San Fran—
cisco and New York, which extend
a broad system of rights to lesbian
and gay couples, domestic partner—
ship falls way short of marriage.
When all is said and done, the only
thing equal to marriage is marriage,
which is inextricably linked in the
public mind with religious beliefs.
And time and again religion proves
a big obstacle to civil rights. _
What‘s the answer to the same—
sex marriage dilemma? Splitting
civil marriage and religious mar—
riage would be a good way around
the problem, but it‘s also the least
likely route. It‘s clear that in a
country unable to completely sepa—
rate government from religion,
same—sex couples need to have not
just the courts but the pulpits on
their side.
Paula Martinacis the author of
seven books, including The Lesbian
and Gay Book of Love and Mar—
riage. She can be reached care of
this"
publication
or
at
LNcolumn@aol.com. For more
Lesbian
Notions,
visit
Www. p/(iiiz’miuﬂ com.

Latino Community

play a large role in the upsurge of
Latino AIDS cases.

The Latino Health Institute has

AIDS cases, but more needs to be

been hosting a weekly cable pro—

done, said Jean McGuire, direc—

bisexual men who worry that their

In addition, there is a pool of

gram for almost a year on Boston

families will disown them or that

new Latino immigrants who are

tor of the AIDS bureau of the

Neighborhood Network, a public

they will be roundly condemned.

less educated and less familiar with

Department of Public Health.

access television channel. While

the language.

‘"We have a major epidemic

the institute has discussed AIDS

among men who are gay and
people of color," she said.

When Torres told his mother he

was gay, at the age of 12, she

The white gay community has

among a number of other health

been confronting AIDS head—on

issues, this is the first time the

The Latino community "is not

for some two decades. Latinos,

In Massachusetts, the bulk of

hosts are specifically addressing

very open—minded," he said. But

however, have been burying their

gay men living with AIDS are

AIDS and gay Latino men, Sosa

things are often better for gay His—

heads in the sand, Torres said.

white — 77 percent (or 1,505 gay

said.

"flipped out."

panic men here than they are else—
where.

:

In Puerto Rico "you cannot even

"It‘s getting more and more

men), versus 12 percent (226

Massachusetts has already

deadly and they still choose not

men) among blacks and 9 percent

been working to address the

to understand," he said.

(182 men) among Latinos, the

growing problem of minority

DPH said.

talk about it," Torres said. "Here, I

feel there‘s more help, more people
Gay Rights Group to Air Ads on

are understanding."

Military Issue

Researchers believe homosexu—

ality holds a greater stigma among

By Laura Meckler

the military, they may have forgot—

backtracked, saying that his ap—

minorities. Blacks and Hispanics

Associated Press Writer

ten the values we actually fight

pointees would simply be required

for," says the 30—second ad pro—

to implement his policy.

are less likely than whites to iden—

tify themselves as gay or seek

WASHINGTON (AP) — Hop—

duced by the Human Rights Cam—

But the clarification did not stop

AIDS prevention and treatment

ing to influence public opinion and

paign, a Washington—based gay

the RNC from running $10,000

services.

the presidential debate, a gay rights

advocacy group.

According to the CDC, minori—

group is airing a new television ad

ties represented 52 percent of the
18,153 gay and bisexual mendi—

agnosed with AIDS in 1998. In

forces.

1989, minorities represented 31

worth of ads accusing Gore of set—

The group is spending $30,000

ting up a litmus test that former

that goes after Republicans who

to air the ad over five days in Iowa

Gens. Colin Powell and Norman

would keep them out of the armed

and four days in New Hampshire.

Schwartzkopf couldn‘t pass.
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The group accuses Republicans

The gay rights ad does not name

The ad, unveiled Jan 18 in New

— of exploiting Gore‘s position on the

any one Republican, but includes

Hampshire and Iowa, responds to

issue and hopes the ad campaign

footage from a Republican debate

In 1998, black gay men com—

a campaign by the Republican Na—

will help focus attention on the

of Texas Gov. George W. Bush,

prised one—third of the new AIDS

tional Committee spotlighting the

merits of his views —‘ that gays

Sen. John McCain of Arizona, Alan

cases. Hispanic gays accounted for

controversy surrounding Vice

should be allowed to serve openly

Keyes and Gary Bauer. Bush and

18 percent.

President Al Gore‘s position on

in the military.

McCain have said they would con—

percent.

—

:

Sosa, an infectious disease spe—

cialist who was born in Venezuela,
said cultural and language barriers

gays in the military.

s

—

In a debate in January, Gore said

tinue President Bill Clinton‘s

he would require officers on the

"don‘t ask, don‘t tell" policy,

candidates are so busy fighting . Joint Chiefs of Staff to share his
about who can and cannot serve in
position on the matter. He later

which allows gays to serve in the

"The Republican presidential

See Ads on page 33

Sentence
Continued fromSoftball Season
tack), I didn‘t know the extent of
what Glover had done to Barry.
I‘m sorry from the bottom of my
heart."
Fisher admitted that he washed
the blood from the bat and lied
about his involvement to investi—
gators. He also said he confided in
another soldier, who was not
charged, and asked him not to say
anything to authorities.
As part of a plea agreement,
charges of premeditated murder
and acting as an accessory after the
fact were dismissed in exchange
for Fisher‘s plea. Fisher also
pleaded guilty to supplying alco—
hol to a minor — purchasing beer
for Glover.
Military Judge Col. Kenneth D.

Pangburn was inclined to sentence policy.
him to 14 years in prison, but un—
Wally Kutteles, Winchell‘s
der the terms of the agreement, stepfather, testified that his family
Fisher could be sentenced to no could have handled Winchell‘s
more than 12‘/; years. The sentenc— death more easily had it occurred
ing hearing was held in case the during combat or training.
judge wanted to impose a shorter
"This is a tragedy that never
sentence.
should have happened," he said,
Fisher will be imprisoned at his voice rising.
Fort Knox.
Kutteles said he was angry that,
After
the
proceeding, after learning about the attack,
Winchell‘s mother, Pat Kutteles, Fisher, who made the 911 call,
read a statement from the family didn‘t do enough to help his step—
son.
that was critical of the sentence.
"Justice was not served today,"
"Specialist Fisher was too busy
she said. "While we are satisfied cleaning off a bat to go see what
with the results of the Private happened to him," Kutteles said.
Fisher‘s mother, Connie Butler,
Glover trial, the sentence today for
Specialist Fisher is a travesty."
tearfully told of how she divorced
She vowed to continue her ef— an alcoholic and abusive husband
forts to get the Pentagon to do in 1987 who always seemed dis—
away with its "don‘t ask, don‘ tell" appointed in his son‘s performance

in school, sports and relationships.
"He was just not being the man
he wanted him to be," she said. "He
just could not get up to that stan—
dard for him."
Keith Caruso, a defense psy—
chiatrist with a practice in Nash—
ville, said he diagnosed Fisher as
an alcoholic with a cross—dressing
fetish.
Caruso said Fisher told him he
was not attracted to men but that
wearing lingerie beneath his cloth—
ing aroused him and made him feel
more comfortable.
The fetish apparently developed

"Elite"

while Fisher was growing up and
he noticed the closeness of his
three sisters and their affectionate
relationship with their mother. He
longed to become "one of the
girls," the psychiatrist said.
When Fisher was growing up,
his paternal grandfather often
joked that he would castrate Fisher
one day, Caruso said.
Fisher had been troubled and
puzzled about his cross—dressing
and his participation in the crime,
and appeared to find some relief
in his diagnosis, Caruso said.
See additional stories on page 4

Entertainment

Escorts, Models & Massage
We Come to You — Fast and Discreet
— Best Rates & Best Service

Ads
Continued from page 32
military as long as they do not ac—
knowledge their homosexuality.
The other Republican candidates
want to ban their service altogether.
The RNC ad features shots of
soldiers at work, of Powell and
Schwartzkopf and ends with: "Call
Al Gore. Tell him the only litmus
test ought to be for patriotism."
Gore and former Sen. Bill Brad—

ley, who have essentially the same
position on the issue, are compet—
ing for liberal voters who participate
in Democratic primaries and are
generally supportive of gay rights.
But the RNC hopes the issue will
come back to hurt the eventual
nominee in the general election,
when the competition is for more
moderate voters.
f
Meanwhile, the Human Rights
Campaign is hoping to influence not
just the debate but public opinion.

Its ad says the military is fight—
ing for core values: "Equality, fair—
ness, freedom, justice — for all
Americans, including gay Ameri—
cans."
"The purpose of this campaign
is to refocus the debate on the core
values we think should drive it,"
said David M. Smith, the group‘s
spokesman. "The debate has been
sorely lacking of any substance. The
candidates have basically gotten
away with simply platitudes."

Bi—sexual,
Welcome
Singles & Couples

Female and
Mate Staff

(901) 357—5488

Memphis‘ only She— Mates

Call the 800 or 900 number to respond to ads, browse unlisted ads, or retrieve messages.

MempHis
Place your FREE

SOUND INTERESTING? GWM,
31, 62", 220 lbs., brown/blue, hairy
chest, clean—shaven, top. Seeking
an attractive Male, bottom, bear—
type, stocky—build, HWP, must be
romantic,
fun—loving,
good—
humored. Mustache, goatee, tat—
toos, piercings a plus, for possible
long—term relationship. (Nashville)
#12278
ADVENTURE IN LIFE Bryan is a
24—year—old GWM, 5‘11", 210 lbs.,
blonde/blue, very good—looking,
down—to—earth, easy—going, very
romantic, enjoys dining out, movies,
quiet times at home, cuddling.
Seeking GWM 18—30, forfriendship,
dating, possible monogamous long—
term
relationship.
(Franklin)
12234

Io_Hgt_Fo_’r Prin 41

rl
MGE
ENOUGH?
Cus
1—900—288—5847
18+, $1.99/MIN. c/s
e12—373—9783

PEeRrsonaLs
ad

1—800—716—2868 ,
$1.99/min. Must be 18+

1—800—546—MENN

19—YEAR—OLD SUBMISSIVE bot—
tom Boy. Seeking big top. @17165
SOUTHERN GENTLEMAN Darrell,
is 62", blonde/blue, is seeking
counterpart, 30—40, who is interest—
ed in a new friend in his life. Many
possibilities exist for a meaningful
relationship if we are right for each
other. (Claiborne) #16239
KEEP IT ON THE DOWN LOW Eric
is a BM, 6‘0", 190 lbs., big in the
chest, enjoys hanging out, kickin it.
Seeking discreet BM, with similar
interests.. (Nashville) #16100
NICE—LOOKING WITH BLUE
EYES Mark, 28, 511", 140 lbs,
seeking a playmate who is interest—
ed in some fun times and new
adventures. You won‘t be sorry.
Give me a call. (Chattanooga)
#15431
BOTTOM SEEKS TOP Tony is anx—
ious to meet an aggressive top. We
can be very good friends and defi—
nitely enjoy each others compan—
ionship. Please call. 15343
SEEKING A DADDY? Attractive
GWM, 42, 6‘2", 220 lbs., healthy, in
shape, disease—free. Seeking SM
18—25 who is seeking a Daddy,
must be in shape and disease—free.
(Hickory) #13835
JOE IS A LATE—30$ WM, 6‘0", very
clean, submissive enjoys just about
everything. Seeking group of B/WM
well—endowed, for group fun.
(Nashville) ©13723
EVENING ENCOUNTERS Bryan is
a 30—year—old Male. Seeking a Male
for casual friendship and mutual
oral sex in the evening, Clarksville
area. (Clarksville) £20385
GIMME A CALL Todd is a 29—year—
old Male, 6‘0", dark/dark, dark com—
plexion, swimmer‘s build. Seeking
Male for good times. (Kingsport)
#13522
f

1—900—976—7447
$1.99/min. Must be 18+

Block Of Time
WiTH BoT, The mone you
BUY, THE MORE you SAVE.

NICE, INTELLIGENT, FUN—LOV—
ING, adventurous African—American
Male. Seeking same qualities in an
African—American Male early—20s—
mid—30s,
189—220
lbs.,
body
builder‘s physique, for fun times.
(Tuscaloosa) #13152
ARKANSAS

CALL OUR NEW
CREDIT CARD LINE
1—800—716—2868
AND PREPAY 900 TIME

NEW TO NASHVILLE J.J. is a 22—
year—old African—American Male,
58", 145 lbs., bottom. Seeking
African—American Male top, for
friendship, possible relationship.
(Nashville) #13023
WHATEVER 19—year—old WM, 6‘1",
215 lbs., brown/blue. Seeking
friends and whatever comes after
that. (Murphysboro) #12768
OVERALL GOOD GUY Attractive,
masculine, straight—acting/looking
42—year—old Male, 60", 185 lbs.,
dark curly/steel blue, mustache,
HWP, very versatile, fun—loving,
dedicated, romantic, out—going,
enjoys bowling, playing pool, darts,
cook outs, dining out, movies, qual—
ity time. Seeking Male 30—45, rela—
tionship—oriented,
HWP,
good
sense ofshumor, with similar inter—
ests, for friendship, possible rela—
tionship. (Nashville) @12219

ALABAMA
MONOGAMY 37—year—old Male,
58",
140
lbs.,
brown/green,
drug/disease—free, honest, sincere,
easy—going, loving, enjoys movies,
music, dining out, travel, pets,
hanging out with friends, quiet
times. Seeking Male honest, sin—
cere,
drug/disease—free,
for
monogamy and dating, possible
relationship. (Athens) #10614
ORAL ATTENTION 30—year—old
WM, 160 tbs., 6", dark hair, clean—
shaven, mustache, smooth chest,
bottom, versatile. Seeking Male in
the Huntsville area, for oral atten—
tion. (Huntsville) #15762
YOUNG BEAR CUB 30—year—old
Male, 62", 200 lbs., blonde/blue,
hairless. Seeking big, hairy Male,
for companionship. (Birmingham)
#15019

TALL GOOD LOOKING Rick is 25,
65", 170 Ibs, brown/blue, ISO
counterpart for safe, fun sex. We
can have a great time if we are right
for each other. Please give me a
call, I am anxious. (Walnut Ridge)
#17433
LIKES TO STAY HOME GBM,
510", 180 Ibs, 24, enjoys staying
home for romatic times, long walks,
not into the bar scene. Seeking a
calm, collected Guy, 27—35, who is
settled down and is satisfied with
simple pleasures. Let‘s be friends .
first and see what happens.
(Arkansas) ©16102
I LIKE TO SUCK Masculine 27—
year—old Male, good—looking, horny,
very oral, enjoys sex. Seeking Male
with similar interests. #17326

YO, WHAT‘S UP SON Mario is a
24—year—old African—American Male, «
58", 155 lbs., light—skinned, nice
body,

six—pack

abs,

well—built.

Seeking masculine, well—built, in
shape BM, for friendship and kickin
it. (Louisville) #14260

I LOVE YOUNG GUYS SGWM
511", 165 lbs., smooth build, enjoys
the outdoors, sports, getting to
know people. Seeking straight—act—
ing, masculine Male, Frat boys, for
good times, in the Hickory area.
(Hickory) #11843
LONG TIME PARTNER 21—year—
old SBM, 57", 150 lbs., dark com—
plexion, nice build. Seeking Male
for long time partnership. 10726
NURSING STUDENT 23—year—oid
BM,

(174

Seeking

lbs.,

nursing student.

goal—oriented,

mature,

intelligent PM, enjoys having fun,
KENTUCKY

for possible relationship. (Jackson)
#10617

AR

YOU

__

SPORTS—MINDED?

Robie enjoys sports and good
times. Are you interested in meeting
an adventurous and daring young
Guy, who is easy to talk with.

IT‘S ALL GOOD African—American

Please give me a call for a pleasant
surprise. (Bowling Green) #15333

American Male. If this is you, leave

Customer Service: 612—373—9783 Only $1.99 per minute. 18+.

Male, 6‘0", 200 Ibs., dark—skinned.
Seeking

down—to—earth

African—

a message. 12036
AM 071/1.15.2000
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CLASSIFIEDRATES: Personal, non—
commercial ads FREE. Limit of 30
words (including address or phone
number) and a $2.00 charge for the
use of our P.O. box. Please specify if
you want to use our P.O. box. Com—
mercial ads are charged at the rate of
20¢ per word, $3.00 minimum. Phone
numbers and zip codes are free.
Deadline for ads is the 15th of each
month. Send to Triangle Journal
News, Box 11485 Memphis, TN
38111—0485. Classifieds must be
submitted in writing and must include
your name and a telephone number
where you can be reached to verify
the ad. If you would like a copy of

r

tia

the issue in which your ad ap—
pears, please send $1.00 to cover
postage.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTENTION ADVERTISERS!! TUN
announcements and classifieds will
not automatically be re—run. An—
nouncements and classifieds must
be re—submitted each month, in writ—
ing, by the 15th of the month.
Bro & BREAKFAST
Ozark Bed & Breakfast—5 wooded
acres of privacy in a fun vacation
area. Exclusive resort for men &
women. Hot tub. Country club privi—
leges. Greenwood Hollow Ridge, 13

s

T you haven‘t been to lntegrty lately,
you haven‘t been to Integrity. Check us out!
We meet on the third Tuesday of every month.
*
Od pte
Calvary Episcopal Church
102 N. Second Street
901.725.7256

—

Buy a Subscription to the
Mid—South‘s Gay and Lesbian
Community Newspaper
For Yourself or for a friend.

12 Issues for $15 mailed First Class,
discreetly, so you don‘t have to wait for
he news.
the news
NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
PHONE

STATE

ZIP

CLE
D
S
18+ Record & Listen FREE! 901—
PrERsoNaALs
35 yo white male master of discipline 529—9800, use code 9006.
ISO naughty submissive slave. | am I‘m a mixed—race Gay female, single,
into bondage, spanking, shaving, independent, mature, romantic, de—
endless sex, toys and more. 18—22ish, cent, clean, well—groomed, healthy,
smooth—bodied, white male, about athletic, non—smoker. (Socially—ac—
140# with boyish looks and manner— tive entertainment events, dance/
isms. Skinny a plus. No diseases. sports, etc. Wordly—travels, gour—
For an absolute spanking good time, met cook and classy but down—to—
earth.) I want a feminine, sexy and/or
call Mr. Paul: 323—1521.
Amateur photographer looking for fe— unique freak with common interests,
male models between the ages of 24 years and older, any race (I prefer
18—30 to pose nude, semi—nude, in oriental—far east, Greek, Indian,
swimsuit or in casual clothes. Will Spanish—Latin, » P.R.) ladies!
pay cash and give free photos as Summer‘s over. Don‘t stop having
payment. Also interested in discreet erotic fun. Write: Mermaid, P.O. Box
no strings attached sexual encoun— 40112, Memphis, TN 38174—0012.
ters that may or may not be related to 1 do expert blow jobs for masculine
photography. Please write with re— men, 18—60, all races. I‘m 59", 155%,
cent photo to: Photos, P.O. Box 7838, 30s, moustache, short hair, healthy,
vegetarian. Jim: 372—4538, after 6
Jackson, TN 38302—0838.
EXPLORE DISCREETLY! Try some— p.m.
thing new with someone new on The J/O Buddies. Meet by phone. Try it
Confidential Connection®! 18+ FREE! 901—821—9100, Code 7001,
Record & Listen FREE! 901—529— 18+.
Libra, single GWM, 50, ISO GWMs,
9800, use code 9007.
Free For All. To Record, Browse & 30—60, ex—athletes, uniformed pro—
Send. Wild Local Dateline! 901—565— fessionals, construction, white collar
0006, Pub #641, 18+. 100% Local. professionals, bored with their way
GWM, 36, 6‘3", 200#, good looking, of life and want a change. For some
long hair with hazel—blue eyes, in fun and good times, no strings at—
good health, seeking GWM, 21—30, tached, discretion assured, write
slick, slim & sexy for romantic lover. Dept. P—10, P.O. Box 11485, Mem—
Will be waiting to hear from you. Call phis, TN 38111—0485.
New to the area. Hil I‘m a GWM,
anytime (601) 343—5102. MS.
40ish,
who just moved to the county
Hot Local Singles. Free to Record,
of
Gibson
(please don‘t ask why). 1
Browse, Send!! 901—565—0006, Pub
don‘t know anyone except my family.
#640, 18+.
HOT MEMPHIS MEN! Explore DIS— Is there a GWM, 35—45ish, in the
CREETLY with other hot local guys Gibson county area that I could be
on The Confidential Connection®! friends with? If so, please call me,
Bobby, at 855—4255 before 8 p.m.
Please no fats or fems. Thanks.
3 Single, white male seeks seeks TV/
Meetings at
TSs that like to dress up in high heels
Memphis Lambda Center, Inc.*
and stockings and likes to be in pic—
1488 Madison Avenue
tures. Write: P.O. Box 613108, Mem—
Memphis, TN 38104 « (901) 276—7379
phis, TN—38101.
White male in his 30s in search of
very well—endowed, dark—complected
Phoenix (Alcoholics Anonymous) All Meetings Open
black male, in his 20s or early 30s for
Sunday
8:00 pm Discussion
oral fun and possibly more. Must be
Monday
8:00 pm Discussion (Smoke Free)
disease free. Circumcised a plus. No
Tuesday
8:00 pm _. Twelve Step Study
fats or fems. Call Douglas—323—
Wednesday 8:00 pm « Big Book Study
1684.
Thursday
9:00 pm Discussion
Saturday
8:00 pm Discussion
(Last Sunday of month is birthday night with speaker.)

9
Stopple Road, Eureka Springs, AR
12632, (501) 253—5283. _ .
The Arbour Glen Bed & Breakfast—
Circa 1896. Located on Eurgka
Springs Historic District loop close to
downtown shops & restaurants. Com—
pletely renovated for comfort but still
maintaining its old world charm, el—
egance & romance. Picturesque tree—
covered hollow. The Arbour Glen, #7
Lema, Eureka Springs, AR 72632,
(501) 253—9010.
Pastor WANTED
White Rock Community Church of
Dallas, Texas, the world‘s largest
independent Christian church serv—
ing the gay and lesbian community,
is currently seeking a senior pastor.
The ideal new pastor for this theo—
logically conservative church would
believe in the innerrancy of scripture
in its original form, the Trinity, the
resurrection, and the Virgin birth. The
pastor would be able to reach a con—
gregation with a highly diverse back—
ground and preference in worship
style. The pastor would ablyaddress
the nature and person of Jesus Christ,
spiritual development and guidance,
social and contemporary issues and
our daily Christian life. Our service
emphasizes the preaching, music,
baptism, communion, lay participa—
tion and reverence. For more infor—
mation, please contact Don Stokum
at P.O. Box 181538, Dallas, TX
75218; by email at wreo—
pstr@yahoo.com; or by phone at 214—
320—0288.
§
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Into The Light (Alcoholics Anonymous — Women)
Thursday
7:00 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
12 Noon Discussion (Open)
Sunday
(Business meeting 3rd Sunday of month, Birthdays last Thursday)
Seriously Sober (Alcoholics Anonymous)
Friday
._ 8:00 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
f
Open Heart (Al—Anon)
Tuesday
6:00 pm Discussion (Open)
Thursday
5:30 pm Discussion (Open, Smoke Free)
(Business meeting 3rd Tuesday of the month, Birthdays last Tuesday)
ACOA (Adult Children of Alcoholics)
Sunday
6:00 pm
Discussion (Open)
*Memphis Lambda Center, Inc. is a private organization formed for the

Mail to: Triangle Journal News
P.O. Box 11485
Memphis, TN 38111—0485

promulgation and enhancement of Twelve—Step meetings with a special
outreach to the Gay and Lesbian community. Business meetings are on
the last Wednesday of the month at 6:30 pm.
k
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AIDS RESOURCE CENTER
1384 MADISON
MEMPHIS, TN
38104
(901 ) 272—0855
CLIENT SERVICES
INFORMATION
SUPRPEcgzg-IB SARIEJSU pS
FOOD PANTRY
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Into 3—ways?

‘

Hot Local Guys Tenight!

(901) 821—9100 :#:

JVV— 1 L L= 7700
just 99¢ per minute!
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AND

NOWA

YOUR

WORD

FROM

TEETH...

Providing you with
soothing, comfortable
Treatment is our
business.

Best of all ...

we do it with a soft,

Painful teeth,

gentle touch.

swollen gums,
unsightly stains and bad breath...

We are a young and growing dental
These are messages from your teeth
which say,

"We need

practice which prides itself on

help!"

fairness and open—mindednesa.
Make your teeth feel good again!

Call for an appointment today. We‘ll listen.

WILLIAM N.

CASTLE,

D.D.S.

General Dentistry

79 North Cooper St. (Between Madison and Poplar) « Memphis, TN 38104—2815

(901)
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